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ABSTRACT
INFLUENCE OF ANTSOTROPY ON THE STRESS TRANSFER PROCESS BETWEEN
POLYMERIC RESINS AND SUBSTRATES IN PLANAR AND CYLINDRICAL
GEOMETRIES
SEPTEMBER 1994
MARIO A. PEREZ, B.S., OmO UNIVERSITY
B.B.A., OmO UNIVERSITY
M.S., OHIO UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D.,UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by : Professor Shaw Ling Hsu and Professor Richard J. Farris
Evaluation of stress transfer mechanisms is critical in the design of composite
structures and laminates. Due to anisotropy incurred during production, assessment of
stress transfer processes is crucial for polymeric materials. In this study, two cases are
evaluated in which parameters governing stress transfer play a critical role. These are: 1)
Single fiber composites, and 2) Coatings. The first case examines the consequences of
transferring stress from an isotropic matrix to embedded orthotropic fibers. The second
case assesses the transferring of stress from anisotropic coatings to isotropic substrates.
Fibers used in tiiis investigation are highly oriented high-density polyethylene, poly
(paraphenylene terephthalamide), and polydiacetylene [poly(2,4-hexadiyne-l,6-diol
bisphenyl urethane)] single crystals. Poly (4,4'-oxydiphenylene pyrromellitimide),
known as PMDA-ODA polyimide, is used as the coating material. The investigation of
stress transfer was carried out using finite element analysis and analytical solutions.
Elastic constants utilized for the analysis were obtained by molecular simulation
methodologies.
vi
CiystalUne and orientational order of the polymeric coating are characterized. This
characterization was accompUshed using wide-angle X-ray diffraction, electron
diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. Also, an external reflection
infrared spectroscopic study of ultra-thin polyimide films revealed that molecular
anisotropy remained higher and molecular packing lower for films thinner than 150 A.
Results from these two case studies indicate that stress transfer observed at the
ends of fibers or at the edges of coatings, is influenced by increases in the degree of
material anisotropy. Assumptions of isotropy in polymeric materials undergoing analysis
may lead to serious error in the characterization of stress transfer. Stress transferred from
the isotropic matrix to anisotropic fibers leads to a state of radial compression near the
fiber ends. Transverse stresses approach the value of the transverse strength of
anisotropic fibers when strained uniaxially. For coatings, a complicated state of stress
develops at the edges, at which out-of-plane and shear stresses are significant. Shear
stress distributions near the ends, and equal in-plane stress, exhibit a slower decay when
the degree of anisotropy is higher.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objective
Characterization of the influence of anisotropy on the stress transfer process
between polymer resins and substrates in planar and cylindrical geometries. Specifically,
this study focuses on the characterization of PMDA-ODA polyimides, poly(4,4'-
oxydiphenylene pyrromellitimide), as coatings on hard substrates and the stress analysis
of single fiber model composites. The reinforcing fibers used in the study were:
poly(phenylene terephthalamide), polydiacetylene [poly(2,4-hexadiyne-l,6-diol
bisphenyl urethane)] single crystals, and highly oriented polyethylene.
1.2 Overview of Dissertation and Scope
This dissertation consists of nine chapters and its purpose is to analyze two major
cases of stress transfer situations involving polymeric materials. In each case, the need
for analysis exists because most preceding efforts have neglected to explain any
anisotropic effects in these systems.^"^ Due to the unavailability of a full set of elastic
constants or because of the practical constraints in analyzing the more complicated
1
anisotropic cases, the assumption of fuU isotropy has been frequenUy made. However,
as it will be explained below, this assumption is inadequate when dealing with anisotropic
polymeric materials. In coating and fiber geometries macromolecules are arranged in a
manner that produces non-isotropic macroscopic behavior. Thus, this work investigates
the influence of anisotropy on the stress transfer process which occurs in cyUndrical and
planar geometries.
Stress transfer plays an important role in the performance and service life of a
plastic part.6 In the case where cylindrical geometries apply, the load bearing abihty of a
reinforcing fiber is a crucial factor in the composite's design limitations.'^-ll In planar
geometries the abihty of a polymeric coating to stay attached to its substrate depends
greatly on how it is able to handle imposed or residual stresses. 12-16 in both stress
transfer situations the preferred macromolecular alignment and the amount of crystalline
order in the material cause changes in expansion coefficients and mechanical property
magnitude and distribution.^'^.^S in coatings, the influence of this ordering phenomena
on stress transfer needs to be better understood. For the purpose of the present study, a
perfect bond at interfaces was assumed. It is not the purpose of this work to attempt to
explore the extensive subjects of adhesion and interfaces. Nor is the study an attempt to
explore failure criteria, rather, it is to characterize the influence of anisotropy on the stress
transfer phenomena for these two specific geometries but within the limitations of elastic
analysis.
In this chapter, an explanation of situations which give rise to the stress transfer
phenomena in polymer science has been included. Chapter 2 provides the strategy
employed for the stress analysis of problems which can be classified under cyUndrical
geometries, the most important case being that of a reinforcing fiber embedded in a
matrix. Finite element modelling was chosen for the analysis due to the compUcations
which can arise when dealing with anisotropic materials. Comparison with analytical
2
solutions has also been made. Chapter 3 makes the transition between cyHndrical and
planar geometries and provides an explanation of which variables may influence
anisotropy in a coating. Chapter 4 explains how conformation and crystalline order in
PMDA-ODA polyimides can be extracted by molecular simulation and X-ray diffraction.
This polyimide is commonly called PMDA-ODA due to tiie monomers utilized to
manufacture its precursor, polyamic acid. 19 PMDA is pyromellitic dianhydride and ODA
is di-(4-aminophenyl)ether. The basic reaction scheme to obtain PMDA-ODA is shown
in Figure 1.1.
Chapter 5 details the characterization of orientational order and packing disorder
of coatings by external reflection infrared spectroscopy and electron diffraction. In
Chapter 6, calculation of anisotropic elastic constants of PMDA-ODA and their
implications on stress transfer are discussed. Chapter 7 explores the application of these
constants to stress transfer problems involving planar geometries. Finally Chapter 8
discusses available methods and the feasibility for measuring out-of-plane displacements
at constrained ends of coatings to provide an estimation of stress transfer in planar
geometries. Chapter 9 contains the overall conclusions from this dissertation and
suggestions for future work.
3
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(POLYAMIC ACID)
-2H2O
V
POLY (4,4^0XYDIPHENYLENEPYRROMELLITIMIDE)
Figure 1,1. Imidization schematic for the formation ofPMDA-ODA polyimide.
1.3 Explanarion of the Prohlp.m
There are numerous cases within the scope of polymer science in which the
analysis of the stress transfer process can be of extreme importance. A significant portion
of these cases can be classified into two categories, depending on whether their
geometries are of cylindrical or planar nature. More specifically, situations in which
fibers and coatings interact with their matrices or substrates. Most work to date has
focused on the analysis of these situations within the confinements of isotropic material
behavior. This has been due to the lack of complete sets of elastic constants or by issues
attributed to practical importance. This treatment is inadequate when dealing with these
types of anisotropy. Polymer molecules assemble in a manner that yields anisotropic
macroscopic behavior in coating and fiber geometries. This work sets out to investigate
the influence of this anisotropy on the stress transfer process which takes place in
cylindrical and planar geometries while remaining within the limits of elastic analysis.
Mostly, transfer of stress to a fiber occurs at its ends where the shear stresses at
the matrix-fiber boundary become greatest. The shear stress decays as the axial stress
develops within a few fiber diameters of distance from the ends. The distance from the
end of the fiber to where axial stress reaches ~ 97% of its maximum value is called the
stress transfer length. The situation is similar in coatings where aU stress transfer takes
place at the edges. Only at the edges do out-of-plane and shear stresses exist. At a
distance from the edges, only in-plane normal stresses persist and in most cases are called
"residual stress". These situations are depicted in Figure 1.2.
For those cases mentioned here, highly oriented organic fibers are farthest from
representing ideal isotropic behavior. Depending on tiie fiber's morphology, its
anisotropic characteristics can be classified into three categories: radial anisotropy.
circumferential anisotropy and transverse isotropy. In any of these three cases the axial
modulus and strength will always be higher than those in any transverse direction. In
radial anisotropy the modulus and strength in the radial transverse direction are higher
than those in the hoop direction. In circumferential anisotropy, these properties are
higher in the hoop than in the radial direction, this is sometimes referred to as an "onion-
skin" anisotropy. A transversely isotropic fiber would, accordingly, be one where the
moduli and strength do not differ in either of the transverse directions. PPTA is an
example of radial anisotropy where hydrogen bonded microfibrilar sheets propagate from
the center outwards. Circumferential anisotropy may be observed in the outermost layers
of Kevlar fibers due to the last steps in their manufacture. Radial and circumferential
anisotropy are also encountered in carbon and graphite fibers. The basal planes of the
graphite crystals for example are mostly ahgned along the axial direction that gives rise to
its high modulus. However, they can have any combination of orientations throughout
the cross section depending on processing history. Transverse isotropy is characteristic
of polyethylene fibers. Fully isotropic properties can be encountered in glass fibers
where there is no mechanical property distinction between the axial and the transverse
directions. The next chapter deals directiy with the evolution and importance of
transverse stress development in orthotropic bodies.
6
Driving force: AT or Applied Load
Matrix
Fiber
C/5
O
in
plane (coatings)
or axial (fiber)
L/d or L/t
Coating
Out-of-plane
or shear
Driving force: AT or Solidification
Figure 1.2. Stress transfer in fiber and coating geometries,
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRIES
2.1 Introduction
The influence of transverse stresses in single fiber model composites was
investigated with finite element analysis. Full sets of elastic constants, calculated by
molecular simulation, were employed to provide a complete description of the properties
of orthotropic fibers. The nature and magnitude of radial and hoop stresses which
develop within the fiber, especially at the fiber ends was determined. Also, the
dependence of far-field stresses on radial distance and stress behavior at the boundaries of
the composite are discussed below.
Stresses in fibers can be categorized into "end" and "far-field" stresses. "Far-
field" stresses are simply those that can still be detected away from the fiber ends. For
isotropic or transversely isotropic fibers, there are no stress distributions along transverse
directions but stresses show increased change in the axial direction near the fiber ends.
Isotropic and transversely isotropic fibers cannot exhibit far-field stress distributions
along transverse directions.
The origin of the axial dependency of the transverse stresses during unidirectional
loading of any type of fiber can be traced to the combined effect of the Poisson's ratios
and the stress transfer in the model composite. Far-field transverse stresses that show a
9
dependency in the transverse direction of a round single fiber loaded axially, and free of
defects, can only come from its mechanical anisotropy. Specifically, for the cases
discussed above, the fiber must have either circumferential or radially orthotropic
properties. A schematic of the characteristic ctoss section of these orthotropic fibers is
shown below in Figure 2.1.
Eaxial High High High
Eradial Moderate Low - to Hoop
Ehoop Low Moderate ^ to Radial
Figure 2.L Cross sections describing three cases of fiber orthotropy.
It has been customary in a mechanical analysis of orthotropic bodies to make
assumptions which often compromise the validity of the calculation. This is due to the
10
inability to evaluate stiffness or compliance coefficients for the body under constraint
The experimental evaluation of these coefficients is difficult if not impossible for certain
geometrical shapes and sizes, l An alternative method for the direct evaluation of these
elastic constants is molecular simulation. This technique has gained popularity due to the
relative availability of economicaUy feasible computing power. Full sets of elastic
constants have now been calculated by this method for organic fibers such as Kevlar and
polyethylene (highly oriented), which are good examples of the aforementioned class of
materials.2 Another way has been to scale the elastic constants for a particular fiber based
on a known set of these constants obtained ft-om other orthotropic materials such as
wood.3.4,5 All elastic constants utiUzed in this analysis were obtained in our labs by
either one of the these two latter methods. Even very subtle changes in mechanical
behavior can be detected when proper elastic constants are utilized. As an example,
Figure 2.2 illustrates the radial dependency of the axial stress in an anisotropic fiber of a
single fiber model composite. The isotropic fiber showed, of course, no transverse stress
distribution.
The structure of highly oriented polymer fibers differs according to the kind of
processing steps taken to manufacture them or their precursors. Kevlar fibers as well as
some other rigid-rod polymeric fibers, such as poly(para-phenylene benzobisthiazole)
(PBZT) and poly(paraphenylene benzobisoxazole) (PFZO) are spun fi-om solutions,
coagulated in solvent or water baths and then mechanically tensioned and heat treated. A
swollen microfibrilar network is the morphology obtained from the coagulant bath but as
the drying process takes place, the microfibrilar network collapses into a more highly
ordered and densely pack fibrilar morphology. The microfibrils are para-crystalline
structures which grow and exhibit a higher degree of orientation with applied tension and
heat treatment.
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Figure 22. Comparison between isotropic and anisotropic far-field axial stress
distribution by finite element analysis as a function of radial distance in the fiber.
The cross-section of each microfibril may consist of several crystallites divided by
lateral or axial grain boundaries where there are no covalent bonds, although covalent
bonding takes place in axial twist boundaries which arise along the axis of the microfibril.
Polyethylene fiber morphology may range ft*om a variation of the process described
above to elongated spherulites. Polydiacetylene fibers are single crystal morphologies
which are solid state polymerized. As a result of these morphologies, high mechanical
properties in the axial direction are attained as a result of molecular ahgnment and covalent
bonding, but much weaker properties are to be observed in the other directions since for
the most part secondary forces hold the structure together. The role of this anisotropy in
the fiber performance is the subject of this chapter.
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2.2 Axial wSvmmetrv. Tmnlii m on Stress; Analysis and Finite F.lpment Snlnrion'
The stress analysis of these orthotropic fibers embedded in an isotropic matrix has
been made by assuming an axial symmetry. In this symmetry, a 2-D region can be
rotated around the axis to form a solid body of revolution. Geometry, physical properties
and loads must be independent of the B-coordinate. Resulting stresses, strains or
displacements are a function of the principal axes, r and z. The z coordinate corresponds
to the axial direction and r to the radial direction.
A brief description of the analysis involving these geometries, as extracted from
well known mechanics textbooks,6.7 is given below.
One should expect two non-zero displacement components along the r and z
directions,
u = u (r, z) = radial displacement (2. 1
)
V = 0
,
(9-direction) (2.2)
w = w (r, z) = axial displacement (2.3)
There are six components of stress and strain:
cyr(r,z) er(r,z) (2.4)
ae (r,z) ee (r,z) (2.5)
dz (r,z) Ez (r,z) (2.6)
-Crz (r,z) Yrz (r,z) (2.7)
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xer = 0 Yer = 0 (2.8)
'cez = 0 = 0 (2.9)
In general, for cylindrical coordinates the six possible strain-displacement
relations are:
du
(2.10)
1 dv u
(2.11)
w
(2.12)
9w du
(2.13)
^= dr
^- 7 de
7
"
ar dz
_
1 9u 3v V
az r 30 ~ (2.15)
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axisymmetric problem there are only four non-zero components of strain:
{e) = =
ar
r
aw
dz
aw au
— +
—
ar dz
(2.16)
The complete equilibrium equations in cylindrical coordinates are;
dOj.
+
1
17 r ae + dz T
1 dCQ
ar
+
r ae
+
dz T
1 ^ 1
ar
+
r ae
+
dz r
e
'rz
where fp fg and f^ are body forces such as gravity.
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
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In the absence of body forces and with axisymmetric restrictions, these equations
are reduced to:
dz^ dG^ 1
(2.20)
(2.21)
Materials that have orthotropic symmetry would have only nine independent
elastic constants if the coordinate planes are parallel to the planes of orthotropic
symmetry. The principal axes of stress and strain will coincide with the symmetry axis.
Three orthogonal planes of symmetry are shown in Figure 2.3.
zr plane 9r plane z0 plane
Figure 2,3. Orthotropic symmetry planes.
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The elastic constants given in table 2.1 were computed based on energy
minimized unit cells. It is imponant to note that even though periodic boundary
conditions simulated the presence of other similar entities around the original cell. It is
not a perfect emulation of a particular morphology or microfibrilar structure characteristic
of some of these highly oriented organic fibers. The constants as given by molecular
simulation reflect the upper limits in mechanical properties which can only rarely be
encountered in commercial materials. Nevertheless, these parameters are very suitable for
this type of analysis because they are representative of the relative magnimdes of the
properties in each direction. The constants were computed in a Cartesian environment,
but they can be adapted to axisymmetric problems because all geometry and therefore
physical properties must be independent of the hoop direction. As explained above, the
problem reduces to that of a two-dimensional situation where displacement, stress and
strain are a function of axial and radial coordinates only. The first and second principal
axes must He in the r-z plane and the third principal axis in the 0 direction.
The constants for PPTA and PE were computed by the molecular simulation
technique and the ones for PDA were scaled according to the anisotropy of wood. A more
detailed explanation of the procedure and errors involved in the computation of these
constants can be found from references 2-4. For PPTA full sets of elastic constants can
also be found in the work of Rutledge and Suter.8 For PDA one can refer to Leyer,
Wegner and Wettling.9
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Table 2,1. Elastic constants utilized for finite element analysis of model composites.
PPTA PE PDA
Ex 14.9 10.7 2.5
Ey 80.1 8.4 4.9
335.7 297.5 45.0
15.4 3 7 D.KJ
Gxz 0.7 1.5 2 9
Gxy 5.2 8.3 0.9
Vzy 0.199 0.215 0.390
Vzx 0.496 0.025 0.025
Vyx 0.717 0.472 0.200
E and G, the elastic and shear moduli respectively, are shown above in GPa.
The constants utilized for the isotropic matrix material were E = 4.0 GPa and v = 0.34
These constants can be related to stress and strain through classical elastic
constitutive relationships. One of these relationships is the generalized Hooke's Law
equations for the case of cylindrical anisotropy where the elastic constants are shown:
1 1
^ ^0 (2.22)
Vie 1 v^e 1
^ ^rz (2.23)
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Er, Ee and Ez are the moduli in the three coordinate directions. Vez, Vrz. and Vre are the
Poisson coefficients where the first subscript gives the direction where tension has been
applied and the second one provides the direction of its characteristic compression. Gez,
Grz and Gre are the shear moduli which characterize the change of the angles in those
directions indicated by their respective subscripts. For a transversely isotropic body there
is no distinction between the 9 and r directions.
2.3 Finite Element Calculations;
2.3.1 Boundarv Conditions and Assumptions
Since the emphasis of this effort was to investigate the magnitude and origin of
transverse stresses which occur due to fiber anisotropy, the availabihty of a full set of
elastic constants such as those mentioned above was crucial. The code utilized for the
calculations was Cosmos/M 1.65 from Structural Research and Analysis Corporation.
The modeling was done with axisymmetric geometry which allowed for tiie utilization of
only one quarter of the composite. No displacements were allowed along symmetry axes
(at r=0, z=0). A 1% strain was applied by using a displacement load at the top of tiie
composite. The other outer edges of the composite had zero shear stress. Some of the
assumptions implied by such analysis were: the formation of a perfect bond between fiber
19
and matrix; load transfer through the fiber ends was allowed; the radius of the composite
was large enough so that the lateral edge effects did not impose any significant constraints
to the stress distributions around the fiber, perfect elasticity was observed.
The mesh utilized for the calculations is shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. A total of
1625 elements and 1716 nodes were employed, doubling the amount of elements in the
model did not show a significant improvement in the solution and the increased difficulty
in data handling was not justifiable. The element density increase towards the fiber end
region is shown in the insert of the same figure. Linear "Plane 2-d" elements with four
nodal points suited for axisymmetric analysis were chosen. The longitudinal distance of
the composite from its symmetry axis to the loaded end is z/d=30, and the radial distance
from its center to the outer boundary is r/d=5. Fiber-matrix boundaries are encountered at
z/d=20 and r/d=0.5
.
Nine elastic constants were utihzed for the description of the
material properties in fully orthotropic fibers, but only two were needed for isotropic
cases. Those two parameters were the axial modulus and its corresponding Poisson's
ratio.
Figure 2.6 shows the axial strain along the z direction for the PDA-matrix
composite under an applied load of 1% strain at z = 30. The axial strain distribution at the
fiber's boundary, near r/d= 0.475, has been corroborated by Raman spectroscopy and by
Ansys, another well known finite element code."* The plots provide a perspective on the
stress transfer efficiency of the fiber in terms of its critical length, \J1, but it can also be
observed that the fiber strain did not go to zero at z=20. The strain would go to zero at
this point in the case where there was no load transfer at the fiber blunt ends. As shown
in Figure 2.6, a high strain developed in the matrix side. If our analysis was to focus on
this particular region of the matrix, one would be obliged to try a non-hnear solution to
yield a more appropriate characterization if the plasticity of the matrix was not to be
dismissed. The matrix may still be adhered to the blunt end of the fiber but it may already
20
be beyond its yield point, in which case the values of the strain at this end in the fiber side
may be lower than otherwise predicted.
An appropriate set of elastic constants should yield a positive-definite stiffness
matrix for the finite element calculation to converge at a true global minimum in strain
energy. A positive definite matrix is a Hermitian where all its eigenvalues are real and
positive. A Hermitian matrix is one that equals its adjoint or conjugate transpose. It is
implied that these matrices are square.
21
zA
fiber end >
Figure 2.4. Finite element mesh. Complete model.
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fiber end
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r/d
Figure 2.5. Finite element mesh. Detail.
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2.3.2 General Considerations
Even though most investigations deal with interfacial shear as the mode of failure
for fibers, more attention was paid to transverse stresses which can develop when loading
highly anisotropic fibers. Some studies do acknowledge the importance of these stresses
on fiber performance. 11-16 Fiber failure may not be attributed to interfacial shear alone
since the Poisson's effect in the matrix of some composite systems may be very close to
that of the fiber (Kevlar 49/Shell Epoxy 828), resulting in low overall interfacial
pressure. 12 it is well known that Kevlar goes through a longitudinal split when it fails in
tension. Other examples of anisotropy induced failure may be found in highly oriented
24
superconducting YBa2Cu30x coatings and in boron nitride crucibles under a thermal
load. 17
As mentioned above, and depending on the fiber's morphology, its anisotropic
characteristics can be classified into three categories: radial anisotropy. circumferential
anisotropy and transverse isotropy. In any of these three cases the axial modulus and
strength will always be higher than those in any transverse direction. Radial anisotropy is
that where modulus and strength in the radial transverse direction are higher than in the
tangential or hoop transverse direction. In circumferential anisotropy these properties are
higher in the hoop than in the radial direction, this is sometimes referred to as an onion-
skin anisotropy. A transversely isotropic fiber would then be one where the moduli and
strength do not differ in either of the transverse directions. PPTA is an example of radial
anisotropy where hydrogen bonded microfibrilar sheets propagate from the center
outwards, refer to table 2. 1
.
Circumferential anisotropy may be observed in the outer
layers of Kevlar fibers due to the last steps in their manufacture. Radial and
circumferential anisotropy is encountered in carbon and graphite fibers. The basal planes
of graphite crystals for example are mostly aligned along the axial direction, giving rise to
their high modulus. But they can observe any combination of orientations throughout the
cross section depending on processing history. Van der Waals forces provide
intermolecular interaction in polyethylene fibers, and transverse isotropy is produced.
Fully isotropic properties can be encountered in glass fibers where there is no mechanical
property distinction between the axial and the transverse directions.
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2.3.3 Results /
2.3.3.1 Axial Phennmpn^
in
A compressive transverse stress concentration at the fiber end was calculated for
these fibers. The major contributor to the compressive nature of these stresses would be
the reduced Poisson's effect of the fiber itself at this point (Figure 2.7). This reduction
the Poisson's effect is a consequence of the rate of change of axial stress as the fiber end
is approached (Figure 2.8). This rate of change in the axial stress distribution at the
loaded extreme is a direct consequence of the stress transfer efficiency process that takes
place between the fiber and the surrounding matrix.
It is well known that the axial stress distribution increases to reach a plateau that
starts after a critical length is reached, a critical length is unique for a particular system,
fiber end geometry, and testing conditions. This critical length, which is measured from
the fiber's end, is a way to assess the stress transfer efficiency of the composite. The
critical length is reached when the axial stress is approximately 96-98% of its far-field
value. Critical length values are commonly derived from shear stress data and statistical
fittings to experimental data. ^8 a direct way has been to compute this critical length value
direcdy from strain distributions on a single fiber as provided by Raman spectroscopy.
These studies confirmed axial stress distributions for polydiacetylene,^9-23 ^gid-
rods,24.25 and high density polyethylene fibers.26-28
Most studies on stress transfer in fibrous composites utilize the shear-lag model of
Cox as a means of theoretical comparison.29 This model provides an enormous
26
[Undeformed] [ Deformed] ( Debonded]
Figure 2.7. Consequences of Poisson's effect on model composites.
advantage due to its simplicity. It is a one-dimensional analysis for an isotropic system
and therefore does not include the development of transverse stresses . Transverse
stresses affect the stress transfer process and may be directly linked to interfacial
failure. 16 Another drawback of the Cox-theory stems from the implication that a high
27
fiber volume fraction in the composite needs to be assumed to determine the shear
interaction parameter. This assumption precludes its usage in single fiber model
composites. The utilization of the Cox approximation is Umited to applications where the
fiber is not in the fragmented state even though one of its assumptions is that no stress is
to be transferred tiirough the fiber ends.
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Figure 2.8. Axial stress distribution for PE, PPTA and PDA fibers. Fiber End.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the magnitude of the compressive transverse stresses
at the fiber end which reached values at least as high as those of interfacial shear (40
MPa), shown in Figure 2.1 1. These stresses correspond to tiie outermost layer of the
fiber, their radial dependency towards the centerline is discussed in the next section. In
Figure 2.9, the radial stresses along the fiber remain negative for all three sets of elastic
constants. This provides an indication of the influence of the combined Poisson's effect
of the fiber and its matrix.
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Longitudinal Distance from Symmetry Axis (z/d)
Figure 2. 1 1. Shear stress distribution for PE, PPTA and PDA fibers. Fiber End.
For either one of the three cases, small radial stresses are indicative of the low
magnitude of the pressure developed at the fiber's outer boundary. This is a necessary
condition for some of the assumptions made in following sections for analytical far-field
solutions to be feasible in the treatment of this problem. The compressive nature of hoop
stress distributions at die fiber's blunt end are shown in Figure 2.10. A positive hoop
stress developed for most of the PPTA fiber's length. This is due to difference in the set
of elastic constants utilized for the analysis. This behavior is examined more thoroughly
when the radial dependency of these transverse stresses is discussed in the next section.
From Figure 2. 1 1, it can be observed that PPTA shows a high shear stress at the
fiber end, this value of interfacial shear is at least three times as large as the interfacial
shear values encountered in literature for untreated Kevlar embedded in epoxy. ^8,30 jt
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has been pointed out that fiber failure, in this case (PPTA), is by fibrilar fracture with a
propagation length of several diameters and that part of the fiber is stiU bonded to the
matrix. 18 It is worth noting that some of these interfacial shear tests do not probe the
fiber blunt end directly but merely the friction which exists at the periphery of the fiber
end. The shear stress obtained here using the elastic constants from molecular simulation
offers an upper limit that may never be experimentaUy reached due the nature of the
interface, the shear strength of the matrix, its ductility, degree of interfacial pressure
developed, or simply the finite size of the surface area available for contact
Similarly, in composites where ultra-high modulus polyethylene fibers are used,
the values for the interfacial strength are low in comparison to the stresses calculated in
this work. One study attributed low values of shear stress to the poor adhesion of the
polyethylene surfaces to the epoxy matrix.31 The observation is made in the same study,
that after a plasma treatment to improve adhesion, the failure mode switches to fiber
sphtting. Therefore, a true testing of the interface properties is not attained in neither of
the cases cited here for these fibrilar materials.
Fibrilar failures and low apparent experimental values of the interfacial shear
strength indicates that radial phenomena should be carefully considered when dealing
with such morphologies.
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show respectively, contour plots of shear stresses
developed in a region near the end of isotropic and anisotropic fibers in single fiber model
composites during axial loading (1%). The elastic constants used for the finite element
calculations shown in figures 2.12 and 2.13 were those shown in table 2.1 for PDA
single crystals. The isotropic case yielded a larger value of the maximum shear stress
than the anisotropic case. The shear stress distribution for the anisotropic case exhibited a
slower rate of decay than the isotropic case.
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Isotropic Case
fiber end
1 5.620 e7
2 4.990 e?
3 4.360 e?
4 3.740 e7
5 3.110 e7
6 2.490 e7
7 1.860 e7
8 1.240 e7
9 6.090 e6
10 0.000
r/d = 0.5
Figure 2. 12. Shear stress contour plot for the isotropic case of a PDA-matrix system,
Fiber end region.
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Anisotropic Case
fiber end
4.110e7
3.660 e7
3.220 e7
2.740 e7
2.280 e7
1.830 e7
1.370 e7
9.130 e7
4.570 e7
10 0.000
r/d = 0.5
FiberendV^egfon^^
^^^^^ contour plot for the anisotropic case of a PDA-matrix system.
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2.3.3.2 Radial Phenomena
Despite the loading mode, the effect of fiber anisotropy on overall composite
performance manifested itself in a radial dependency of the three normal stresses. For
example, due to low transverse strengths, fiber failure in uniaxial tension may be
originated by transverse stresses. 13 The magnitude of transverse stresses observed at 1%
strain approached the maximum transverse strength observed experimentally in radially
orthotropic fibers. Kevlar® 49 has a transverse strength of approximately 15-30
MPa.32.33
The radial dependency of normal stresses was singular in nature as the fiber's
center was approached. The distribution near the fiber's center, and away from the ends,
can be tensile or compressive depending on the loading mode or the magnitude of the
difference between the Poisson's ratio in the radial and hoop direction. The fiber is
assumed isotropic in the limit of r=0, as is confirmed by the tendency of the radial and
hoop stress plots to converge at this point. Figure 2.14, provides plots the dependency
of far-field radial and hoop stress distributions on radial distance within the stressed
anisotropic fiber. The stresses change significantly from the boundary to the fiber's center
for the cases of PPTA and PDA, but these stresses were almost negligible for PE. This
can be explained by the isotropic morphology of these PE fibers in the transverse
direction. PPTA and PDA both exhibit radial anisotropy, that is Er>Ee, Poisson's ratio in
the radial direction is larger than that in the hoop direction for this latter material. The
tensile or compressive nature of the resulting stress can then be explained by knowing
that a larger shrinkage in the radial direction is bound to create a state of tension which
grows larger towards the center due to the influence of the state of stress from all other
points along that direction. Similarly if the shrinkage is larger in the hoop direction, a
34
state of compression would arise on an infinitesimal wedge of material. This wedge
becomes larger with the influence of a similar stress state of other points in that direction
as the center of the fiber is approached. However, it is to be noted that for the hoop
stress distributions, a tensile stress at the fiber's center starts with a compressive value at
its boundary and vice versa. For the specific case of a compressive hoop stress near the
boundary of the fiber, its gradual progression into a tensile hoop stress towards the
fiber's center is caused by a positive radial stress distribution.
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2.4 Comparison of FEA Results with Analytical Solutions
Analytical solutions for a single anisotropic fiber provide a good agreement with
finite element analysis. These solutions approximate those of the model composite only
when the Poisson's ratios are similar in magnitude along the radial plane of the fiber and
matrix. In previous sections, it was shown that radial stresses at the fiber's periphery are
very close to zero along the z direction, with the exception being the fiber ends.
The analytical solutions for the far-field stress distributions in orthou-opic
cylinders from Lekhnitskii^^, and later Allen have been utilized here. Equations 2.25-
36
2.27 provide the radial, hoop and axial stress distributions respectively. The shear stress,
equation 2.28, is of course zero in the far-field. Only one stress is present for the case of
an ideal transversely isotropic fiber. No other stresses besides the axial exist for this
latter case. Highly oriented polyethylene fibers are examples of fibers that exhibit
transverse isotropic behavior.
Ph^
o y
Ph
Ph
To a33
][ai3 + a23-(ai3 + ka23)(^)
k-l-i
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)
"^rz
= fez = 'Cre = 0 (2.28)
where.
V ^22
^33 ~ ^1
3
^33 ~ ^23
h =
^11 ~ ^22
^23 ~ ^13
o2 2
^23 ~ ^1
3
^33
7C b'
ay(FTT)(^23-ai3)+l
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
where: b = radius, ajj = compliance coefficients and P = load.
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For transversely isotropic systems:
z (isotropic) ~
7C b
(2.32)
for this case,
^r = <ye = x„ = xe^ = x^ = 0 (2.33)
CompUance coefficients were calculated from the elastic constants provided in
table 2.1. As an example, for polydiacetylene these coefficients were in Pa-^: an =
2.04x10-10, a22 = 4.0x10-10, ass = 2.22x10-11, an = -8.0x10-11, a^ =
-8.67x10-12 a23
=
-5.56x10-13.
A comparison of these solutions to finite element calculations is shown in Figure
2.16
.
That figure illustrates that both techniques provide solutions for stress
distributions which are mutually descriptive. The slight difference observed is a product
of the influence of the interfacial pressure exerted by a matrix on the fiber's periphery.
Another comparison was made in Figure 2.17, where the analytical solution for
the radial stress distribution was plotted using elastic constants from molecular simulation
and a set of compliance coefficients obtained by Allen 13 from scaled experimental data on
elastic constants for PPTA. The data matches well at larger radii values but they differ
slightly as the centerline of the fiber is approached. This figure is proof of the accurate
description of macroscopic behavior that can be provided by molecular simulation
methods.
Figure 2.18 illustrates how the difference in the magnitude between the Poisson's
ratio in the hoop and radial directions influence the nature of the radial dependency of the
transverse stresses in the fiber. If Vzr is larger then Vze the radial stress distribution is
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radial and hoop stress distributions.
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Figure 2.18. Effect of increasing v^q/v^x from 0.06 to 1.25 on the radial stress
distribution of radially anisotropic fibers. PDA case.
positive. Naturally, when there is no difference between the radial and hoop directions
the condition of transverse isotropy is met and no radial dependency of any stress
distribution is observed in the far-field.
Figure 2.19, describes the effect of the Poisson's ratio reversal on hoop stress
distribution. A crossover point appears at an r/d of about 0.15. The crossover point
marks the place at which the hoop stress changes sign. A radial shift of this point
towards the fiber's boundary would occur if the ratio of the radial modulus to the hoop
modulus was increased.
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Figure 2.19. Effect of increasing v^QN^, from 0.06 to 1.25 on the hoop stress
distribution of radially anisotropic fibers. PDA case.
A similar trend is observed from Figure 2.20 where the axial stress distribution is
shown as a function of radial distance from the center of the fiber. A value of -434 MPa
can be computed using equation 2.32 for a transversely isotropic material, this
corresponds to the straight line shown in this plot. All other curves correspond to
deviations from equal Poisson's ratios in the radial and hoop directions.
The magnitude of the radial stress near the center of the fiber is noticeably
decreased if the modulus in the hoop direction is greater than that in the radial direction.
This result is shown in Figure 2.21. Implied by resulting equilibrium equations, equation
2.21, is the increased relief in radial tension caused by the appearance of a positive hoop
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stress at a shorter distance from the fiber's outer surface. Figure 2.22 shows this earUer
onset of a positive hoop stress in the fiber.
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Figure 2.22. Effect of elastic modulus reversal on far-field hoop stress. PDA-matrix
case.
Large incremental changes in transverse direction stresses are realized if the
magnitude of the axial modulus of the fiber is changed. The effect of decreasing the
magnitude of the axial modulus from 45 GPa to 4.9 GPa, = Ej, is shown in Figure
2.23. A great increase in radial tension is observed due to this decrease.
This effect can be also explained in terms of the corresponding equilibrium
equation. Assuming that the contribution of dzn/dz is neghgible in equation 2.21, the
shear stress should be zero away from the edges anyway, and upon substitution of
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Figure 2.23. Effect of axial modulus increase on the far-field radial stress distribution
PDA-matrix case.
Hooke's law it becomes equation 2.34. From this equation, it can be noted that the third
term is dominant when the axial modulus is small.
^ IT = [l+E^Ve.J-a.[u-v^J^-(E,v.-EeV.e)
The analytical solutions were also tested using data from reference 11 for a
circumferentially anisotropic carbon fiber. As it can be observed from Figure 2.24, the
consequences of deforming a composite with such fibers may not be as catastrophic as
those with radially orthotropic counterparts.
The radial stress decreases from a finite value at the center to zero at the periphery
in the absence of interfacial pressure. The hoop stress goes from tensile to compressive
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Figure 2.24. Radial and hoop stress distributions in a cylindrically orthotropic fiber.
at larger radii but no singular tendencies are observed neither at the boundary or at the
center of the fiber.
The transverse stresses are equal at the fiber's center since it is yet a variation of
an orthorhombic fiber in an axisymmetrical geometry with an isotropic core. Overall, a
radially anisotropic fiber would be more likely to fail catastrophically. It should therefore
be analyzed more carefully, than its circumferentially orthotropic counteipart.
Other analytical solutions for orthotropic bodies can be found in literature.
Some of these furnish analytical solutions for the description of the effect of fiber
anisotropy on thermal stress development in fibrous composites. These solutions
showed singular stress tendencies in radially orthotropic fibers. None was observed for
circumferentially or transversely isotropic fibers. It was also observed by the same study
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that fiber volume fraction only affects axial stresses and not hoop or radial stresses in
either radial or circumferentially anisotropic fibers.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, there is no distinction between tiie radial
or hoop directions at the fiber axis and one can say tiiat isotropy exists at tiiis infinitesimal
region. The singular nature of the stress distribution of radially orthotropic fibers when
r=0 could not be removed by the introduction of a hole at tiie fiber axis.lO The trend in
stress distribution is not altered significantly by these modifications. In any case of radial
orthotropy however, caution is to be exercised when examination of the stress
distribution very near the fiber axis is required.
Experimental and theoretical knowledge of orthotropic rods has been developed to
a great extent by wood scientists. Similar stress distributions as those provided here for
the radially anisotropic PDA case have been reported for wood.35 Complete sets of
elastic constants for several wood species are provided in appendix A of tiiis latter
reference. Experimental verification of residual transverse stress distributions in trees and
heat treated metal cylinders commonly involve tiie extraction of layers and subsequent
conditioning to ensure that any other stresses introduced by this process are removed.36
Despite tiie fact tiiat tiiese idealized situations may not account for fiber or morphology
imperfections it is hoped that the work presented above has helped to elucidate on the
behavior of strained cylindrically orthotropic materials. End imperfections such as tiiose
which would occur when trimming Kevlar to size are examples of these macroscopic
flaws. It is also hoped that experimental non-destructive techniques, such as confocal
Raman scattering, can provide direct confirmation of tiie strain distribution along tiie
radial direction of these fibers.
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2.5 Conchisinn<;
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the elastic constants obtained by molecular
simulation can provide a unique insight into the stress analysis of orthotropic materials.
The assumption of complete fiber isotropy can yield very erroneous and misleading
results for many of the known fiber morphologies. Shear stress distributions are slow
varying functions at the fiber ends of highly anisotropic fibers.
Transverse stresses developed at fiber ends of radially orthotropic fibers
embedded in model composites under tension are important design considerations.
Transverse stresses observed at 1% strain are of the same order of magnitude as the
maximum transverse strengths observed experimentally in radially orthotropic fibers.
Axial, radial and hoop stress distributions in the far field can be tensile or compressive
depending on the loading mode or the magnitude of the difference between the Poisson's
ratio in the radial and hoop directions. A radial dependency of normal stresses becomes
singular in nature as the fiber's center is approached. This was observed for different
radially orthotropic materials. The fiber is isotropic in the limit of r=0, as is confirmed by
the tendency of the finite element and analytical solution radial and hoop stress plots to
converge at this point.
The analytical solutions for a single anisotropic fiber of Lekhnitskii provide a
good approximation for the stress analysis in the far-field of single fiber model
composites. It compared favorably with finite element analysis results. This analytical
approximation is valid only for the case where Poisson's ratios in the fiber and matrix
have a similar value.
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CHAPTER 3
PLANAR GEOMETRIES
3-1 What Produces Moleonlf^r Anisorropv in Polvmp.n^ Coatings?
Previous work has shown that chains in polymeric materials are preferentially
aligned in a direction paraUel to the plane of the substrate in a solvent-casting process. 1
Segmental aUgnment by solvent evaporation is originated by the combined effect of film
shrinkage parallel to the substrate and gel-collapse in the direction perpendicular to the
substrate. Furthermore, any type of ring moeities will tend to align in favor of solvent
transport. In polymers where the optically anisotropic group is part of the backbone, a
positive birefringence occurs in the plane of the film. Examples are solvent cast films of
bisphenol-A-polycarbonate.2 Conversely, a negative bireftingence results in the case of
polystyrene, where the anisotropic styrene ring is peipendicular to the chain direction and
substrate plane.
Birefringence is only one way of providing information on chain conformations
that are frozen-in during the solvent casting process. There are other methods to obtain
more details on molecular anisotropy. Some of these techniques will be described in
subsequent chapters.
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J"flv^g"'^e of Prore.^<>ing Conditions on The, Anknn-np^. DevelonmPnt ofpmha
PDA Polvimit^p^
In-plane molecular alignment of polymeric backbones is influenced by
manufacturing processes. For example, birefringence in PMDA-ODA polyimides has
been found to vary with processing conditions .3 In-plane orientation of chains in films
during cure is influenced by heating rate and final curing temperature. Other processing
conditions tiiat influence spin coating of these materials are spin speed and solvent
evaporation metiiod. Spin speed influences attained orientation indirectly by varying the
thickness of the coating. Birefringence measurements on films ranging from 2-17 ^m
indicated tiiat tiiinner polyimide coatings had a higher degree of in-plane orientation.4.5
The decrease in birefringence, An~0.015 in a 15 ^im range, was attributed to a decrease in
in-plane orientation. However, the possibility that a higher density layer at the
air/polymer interface had a significant influence in tiie magnitude of the bireftingence
obtained for various film thicknesses was considered. It is not clear that this is the same
type of process observed for very thin films where orientation changes are marked.
PMDA-ODA polyimide is made from its polyamic acid precursor. This precursor
is provided by its manufacturers, E.I. Dupont de Nemours as a 10-20% solution in N-
methyl-2-pyiTolidone. In die absence of a thermal gradient or chemical reaction, chain
relaxation competes with film shrinkage by solvent loss. Relaxation times are
increasingly longer as the solvent evaporation proceeds due to an increase number of
entanglements and an overall reduction in chain mobility. This mobility reduction results
in a lack of response of the molecule or inability to re-accommodate localized stresses
thereby having in-plane orientation as the net result. In the case of PMDA-ODA,
imidization by heating takes place during processing. The enhanced mobility of the
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polymer chains obtained by rapid heating keeps the polymer ahead of its glass fransition.
A faster onset of film collapse due to a more rapid solvent evaporation leads to an earUer
conformation freeze. Imidization is less likely to be complete at earlier onsets of this
glassy phase.
The initial solvent evaporation has a great influence on the process. Most curing
cycles allow 15-20 minutes at 85 °C for a 1-2 micron coating. Subsequent curing at
250-300 °C for an hour usually provides adequate cures. It is now known that faster
curing rates after the initial solvent evaporation stage lead to increased crystalhne ordering
at the expense of less orientational order.6 A more refined structure with rapid heating
has also been documented with pre-stretched samples of this polymer.7
Anisotropy in coatings can be induced uniaxiaUy by "doctor blading" the
polymeric material onto the substrate and also by subsequentiy stretching tiie film at a
point during or after its curing cycle. If the anisotropy was to be induced by doctor
blading, the rate of heating during cure should be as slow as possible to preserve the
orientation attained. Rapid heating can be utilized to increase tiie degree of order in the
sample but the attained orientation would be lost due to the increased chain mobility. This
would create a difference in film behavior between in-plane and out-of plane directions in
a coating since the polyimide chains arrange themselves so tiiat their axes are mostly
parallel to tiie in-plane direction of the coating. If the anisotropy was to be induced by
straining tiie film, tiien tiie stretched (tiiicker) film can be adhered to tiie substrate by
means of a very tiiin layer of polyimide whose presence may be rendered negligible.
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As mentioned above, anisotropy is also induced by the spin coating process.
Anisotropy is amenable to useful comparisons with finite element calculations because
axisymmetric simplifications can be employed for the analysis. Out of plane
displacements could be calculated directly without using a three-dimensional structure or a
subsequent calculation of the out -of-plane displacement based on data obtained for a
plane stress situation. Anisotropy can be measured as a function of spin rate, spin time,
heat treatment, or thickness. Larger mismatches in the tiiermal expansion coefficient
between the coating and its substrates may also lead to higher out-of-plane displacements.
The effect of polyimide shrinkage on residual stress development has been analyzed.^ In
general, tiie development of orientation in thin constrained polymeric films has ah-eady
been considered. ^^'^ ^
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CHAPTER 4
CHARACTERIZATION OF CRYSTALLINE ORDER IN PMDA-ODA POLYIMIDES
4.1 Introduction
The principal objective of this chapter is to characterize the crystalline order in
variously prepared PMDA-ODA polyimide powders, pyromelUtic dianhydride-di-(4-
aminophenyl)ether, and to expand on previous works involving characterization of films
and fibers. It also serves as background preparation for the orientation and stress transfer
analysis that is presented in subsequent chapters. As explained in earUer chapters,
polyimide materials are principally employed in electrical and electronic industries in the
form of liquid precursors or imidized films. They possess good dielectric properties and
are stable, chemically and dimensionally, at high temperatures. Various processing
parameters may introduce differences in microstructures, e.g. chain conformation, as well
as macrostructures, e.g. segmental orientation.
The observation of the effect of different crystalline contents in polyimide films is
of utmost importance, faster processing cycles for these materials may shorten their
solvent evaporation stage. A fast rate cure after the initial solvent evaporation stage leads
to increased crystalline ordering and less orientational order. Higher crystalline order
attained with rapid heating is accompanied by a reduction in the degree of in-plane
orientation in PMDA-ODA polyimide films. A change in the degree of ordering of these
films also implies that their moduli and thermal expansion coefficients will be different,
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resulting in a different state of stress for the system 3 The structures of these polyimides
can only be slightly altered by thermal annealing.
The exact determination of the polyimide structure is difficult to obtain. Because
of the difficulty in preparing highly ordered samples the crystalline structure of PMDA-
ODA polyimide, including chain conformation and intemiolecular packing, has not been
established clearly. Most structural studies on PMDA-ODA polyimide have referred to
the work of Kazaiyan et al. ^ who obtained the x-ray diffraction pattern with most
reflections published to date. That efl ort revealed a possible orthorhombic unit cell with a
16 A repeat along the chain direction. A 2, helix conformation was assumed due to the
systematic ab.sence of odd 001 reflections. The rectangular equatorial lattice, with one
chain per unit cell, has the following dimensions: a = 6.31 A and b = 3.97 A, and c = 32
A. In addition, a diffuse reflection with d = 4.7-4.9 A was attributed to ordering in
amorphous regions. Their model does not provide twist angles between the aromatic
units but it acknowledges a valence angle at the ether oxygen. Subsequently. X-ray
diffraction and theoretical confomiational ;malysis of PMDA-ODA monomers have
shown the possibility of a quite different monoclinic unit cell.5 The unit cell parameters
they obtained were: a = 5.9 A. b = 4.6 A. c = 32.9 A with y = 100°. Their interplanar
spacing, as obtained by X-ray diffraction were difficult to extract. Other studies on
PMDA-ODA polyimide have adopted an orthorhombic unit cell as a basis for further
structural analysis.6.7 The exact structure of PMDA-ODA polyimide has yet to be
determined.
Various processing procedures may introduce very different degrees of
crystallinity, crystallite size, as well as segmental anisotropy in films. The usual starting
material is a 10-20% solution in N-methyl 2-pyrrolidone. Recently, by extending the time
that the solvent is in contact with the poiyamic acid precursor during curing, highly
crystalline polyimide powder has been obtained.^ Conversely, by removing .solvent
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before fuU imidization has taken place, the films or fibers produced result in materials of
lower degree of crystallinity. Because of the present availabihty of highly crystalline
polymers, a new analysis of the structure of this polyimide seems to be promising.
Spectroscopic data discussed below, targets the study of conformational
distributions in these materials. Conformational changes and probably the first set of
complete tentative assignments for IR and Raman bands in model polyimide compounds
was provided in the work of Ishida.9 No complete normal coordinate analysis on this
molecule has been performed to date. The study suggested that crystalline order increases
the phenyl ether conjugation and structure coplanarity. In the work presented here,
contributions from ordered and disordered phases are well defined for a specific
vibration. These spectral changes allowed for the study of details characteristic of
conformations belonging to crystalline regions. Two factors, one, the hybridization of
the nitrogen atom, and two, the hybridization of the ether oxygen between the two phenyl
rings, seemed to notably influence the chain conformation of PMDA-ODA polyimide.
The participation of nitrogen in a conjugated structure leads to a planar pyrromellitimide
unit and at the same time yielded a unit cell with smaller interplanar distance and a shorter
projected chain repeat. A better understanding of these conformations and other
structural features of PMDA-ODA polyimide was provided with molecular simulation.
The usefulness of molecular simulation techniques in the analysis of crystalUne
and amorphous polymers have been demonstrated extensively. 10-12 X-ray diffraction is
perhaps the most definitive technique in assigning atomic placements within individual
unit cells. With recent advances in simulation software, it is also possible to generate
diffraction pattems from simulated crystalline structures. I'*' Comparison between
calculated and experimental pattems should reveal structural differences of various
crystalline and amorphous sequences of this model polyimide. In this current study we
have used vibrational spectroscopy, both infrared and Raman, and X-ray diffraction, in
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conjunction with molecular simulation techniques to analyze the structure of unusually
highly crystalUne PMDA-ODA powders and to expand on previous investigations
involving characterization of the films and fibers of this model polyimide.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Samnle Prep:in<tiop
The starting material was provided by DuPont E.I. deNemours in the form of a
polyamic acid precursor in a 20% solution with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. The polyamic
acid precursor was employed to make the films and powders utilized for the spectroscopic
methods. The polyamic solution was diluted to 15% with dimethylacetamide and then
spin coated on a glass substrate at 2000 rpm for one minute. For thermal curing, these
non-imidized samples were placed on a hot plate at 85°C for 15 minutes and then cured
under vacuum at 225°C for one hour. Alternatively and as indicated below, some of the
films utihzed in the Raman spectroscopic experiments were chemically cured using an
anhydride-amine system. PMDA-ODA powder has been prepared as described earher,
by the method of Jennings.^ Using that preparation method, the polyamic acid was cured
under a nitrogen blanket at 200 psi and 225°C in the presence of a water scavenger. The
intention was to increase the amount of time that the solvent remained in contact with the
polymer during curing. These powders allowed for probing an isotropic state of this
polyimide and the characterization of a high level of crystalline order. All PMDA-ODA
polyimide film or powder samples examined with the wide-angle X-ray photographic
method were annealed for one hour at 300 °C, since their previous processing did not
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include any temperatures above 225 °C. No annealing was perfornied on the powder
samples utiUzed for the diffractometer scans.
4.2.2 X-rav Diffrartinn
Transmission X-ray experiments using the photographic technique were done im a
vacuum with a Statton camera at the 50 mm position. Ni filtered CuKa radiation was
employed with a 40 kv and 35 mA setting and a take-off angle of 6°. Distance calibration
was done by using Calcite (d = 3.035 A) for every exposure. The films were then
scanned via microdensitometer. The diffractometer scans were done on a Siemens type F
diffractometer set at 45 kv and 18 mA with a Cu target X-ray tube and a NiKp filter. The
instrument was equipped with a 1° divergence slit and a 0.4 mm receiving slit. The
diffractometer scans were done at a step size of 0.05°; typical exposure times for the
powder patterns were 2 hours.
The degree of crystallinity, x^., in the powder was estimated from a diffractometer
scan (see Appendix A). The crystalline component
, l^is) was simply separated from tiie
total scatter, I(s), by drawing a smooth curve under the sharp peaks and taking the
crystalline component to be the scatter above this curve; x^ was tiien calculated to a first
approximation by:
(4.1)
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where si and S2 are the lower and upper limits of the integration respectively. Values of
S2 and SI corresponding to scattering angles (26) of 38° to 3° were used. Such an
analysis gave a value of x, of 61.4 %. The predicted value of crystal density of this
predicted cell is 1.49 g/cm\ which is slightly higher than the experimentally detennined
values for the partially crystalline powder and film of 1.46 and 1.42 g/cm3 respectively .8
The crystaUite size was estimated using the Scherrer equation on the
diffractometer scan peaks corresponding to (002), (101) and (010). Crystallite
dimensions were also estimated from simulation, where the intensities were carefully
matched with the experimental data. Since the simulation is an absolute zero
measurement, an anisotropic temperature factor of 0.3 in the b-dimension was utilized to
decrease the intensity of higher angle reflections by about 10- 15% and provide a better
match witii experimental intensities.
4.2.3 Spectroscopy
All infrared spectra was taken in a Bruker 98v FT-IR equipped with a globar
source and an MCT detector. The resolution was maintained at 4 cm-1 unless otherwise
indicated in the figures. Usually 128 scans were obtained with sufficient signal/noise ratio
for analysis. A CTI-Cryogenics Cold Head Model 22 equipped with a model SC
compressor unit were utilized to perform measurements below room temperature. A
digital cryogenic thermometer/controller, model 4025, from RMC-Cryosystems was
used. Also included with these items were: two different silicon sensors and three
different heating systems to independentiy monitor and control below and above room
temperature with an accuracy of± 0.5 K in the range from 8-20 K and ± 1.0 K in the
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mnge of 20-400 K. The first measurement was taken at 10 K after the sample had been at
that temperature for 8 hours. All successive measurements were taken at 20 K intervals
cveiy hour after temperature stabilization. A high vacuum of 1x10-6 torrs was created in
the sample chamber before cool-down. An Alcatel ZM2012A rotao' vacuum pump was
utilized for roughing and backing. A Diffstack MK2 diffusion pump manufactured by
Edwards High Vacuum International created the high-vacuum. An Edwards 1005 digital
display equipped with a Pirani vacuum gauge (Useful range: atmosphere to 1x10-3 torrs)
and a Pennings gauge (Useful range: 1x10-3 to 1x10-8 torrs) was employed for
monitoring the vacuum. Indium foil was utilized to ensure good contact between the
sample and its holder and from the holder to the last stage of the cold finger. The Fourier
transform Raman experiments were conducted in a Bruker FRA 106 instrument. The
excitation wavelength is 1.06 ^im from a Nd:YAG laser.
4.2.4 Simulation Methodology
The force field utilized is called Dreiding .15 This field is included Polygraph
3.2. This software was used to assign and equilibrate charges added to the structure by
the method of Gasteiger.16 Molecuhu- mechanics energy minimizations were carried out
in accordance to methodology by Fletcher and Powell. 17 Structure minimizations were
done when the energy change was smaller than 0.001 kcal/mol. Many trials were needed
to ensure that a global minima was indeed reached. Simulation of the X-ray diffraction
characteristics of the minimized PMDA-ODA conformation were done onCerius ™. A
triclinic unit cell was chosen for minimizations to ensure that all its parameters would be
dictated by the choices of hybridization adopted in the model and not by the imposition of
any symmetry restrictions. The same criteria was utilized for the simulated X-ray
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diffraction. Dynamics and mechanics minimizations were utilized interchangeably in
addition to stretching and compression runs to ensure that the cell's energy was indeed at
its global minima. The drift along the axial direction persisted, although its magnitude
became acceptable only after this latter procedure was applied.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 X-rav Diffraction
Highly crystalline bulk forms of PMDA-ODA polyimide have not been observed
previously. Although recently, a highly crystalline air/polyimide interface has been
reported. ^8 X-ray data for anisotropic polyimide powder samples could not be obtained.
A high glass transition and melting point made it impossible to fuse and deform polyimide
powders. Instead the unit cell was fitted using information from pattems from stretched
films and powder pattems from highly crystalhne polyimide powder. The results where
then compared with simulated spacings and intensities.
Figure 4.1 provides a comparison of the simulated wide-angle X-ray 20 scan, an
experimental diffractometer scan of the powder and a microdensitometer scan of
uniaxially drawn film. Apparent from this figure are the match between simulation and
experimental diffractometer scans and their higher dimensional order over that of the film.
Our experimental pattems from uniaxially oriented films and fibers, as it has been the case
with many otiier studies, were far from providing detailed information on non-meridional
reflections. Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show the pattem of a stretched polyimide film and that of
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the highly crystalline powders respectively.
These are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Detailed fiber patterns can be simulated.
1 1 1 1 1—1 I I I I I I 1 I Lj I t I I ' I ' I '
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Scattering Angle 20 (°)
Figure 4. 1. Experimental and simulated wide-angle X-ray diffractometer scans for
PMDA-ODA polyimide.
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Figure 4.3. Wide angle X-ray pattern of a highly crystalline PMDA-ODA
powder.
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Figure 4.2. Wide angle X-ray pattern of an oriented polyimide film.
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Figure 4.4. Predicted wide-angle X-ray diffraction pattern ofPMDA-ODA polyimide.
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film ti' f"""^^^^ Wide-angle X-ray diffraction panem of a PMDA-ODA stretchedn at 5 % onentaaon distnbution half width. j>uciLnca
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From Figures 4.4 and 4.5 one can observe that meridional reflections do not
appear unless there is chain axis disorientation. The strongest feature observed in these
figures corresponded to the meridional intensity of the (002) plane. n.e d-spacings for
this reflection were 16.07 A and 16.52 A as given by molecular simulation and
diffractometer scans respectively. TT.is reflection corresponds to the projected lengti. of
tire PMDA-ODA polyimide repeat unit along the c-direction. All odd number meridional
reflections would not be observable due to the space group symmetry of tiris 2, heUx.
With this symmetry, even number meridional reflections appear due to tire regularity of
the polymer chain and to the length of the repeat unit. No meridional reflections should
appear under these conditions if ideal textures were being observed. But as it was
mentioned above, axial disorientation makes these reflections visible even if no sample
tilting was used to purposely observe them. Meridional reflections in PMDA-ODA films
can also show tire effect of imposed or residual deformation, as it has been shown by
Russell.l9 This effect can be observed from Figure 4.1, where the (002) reflection of the
stretched film is at a lower angle tiran the powder and simulation.
The next peak from the diffractometer scans was assigned to tire (004) reflection.
This modest peak was observed at a value of 28 near eleven. In tire 2e scan tirere are no
otirer contributions to the intensity of this peak eitirer. The experimental d-spacing
corresponding to this peak was 8.18 A. The (006) reflection cannot be detected in tire
photographic powder pattern or diffractometer scans due to the presence of other very
strong reflections at tirose scattering angles. The (008) is next to tire (010) peak in tire
scan and its experimentally obtained spacing was 4.14 A. No otirer meridional reflections
can be readily observed from our experimental or simulated comparison to anisotropic
sample patterns. However, tirere are some near meridional reflections such as tire (1013)
tirat may be mistaken by a (0012) meridional reflection in a fiber pattern when axial
disorientation is observed.
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Good chain registry is found in Ae axial direction, meridional reHections are
strong and shan> but the blurred non-meridional reflections observed from the
experimental fiber patterns imply lesser order in fibers and films, "me diffractometer
scans of the highly cystaUine powder and simulations elucidate order in those
dimensions other than the axial, with shatp and well defined features. The twin peak
feature of the diffractometer scan corresponded to the (101) and (102) planes. A less
intense higher angle peak corresponds to the (103) plane. TTte (104) peak can be
observed from the simulated and powder pattern but it was lost amidst all the noise of the
experimental scan. This family of planes corresponded to the spacing in the designated a-
direction of the unit cell where the absent reflection corresponding to (100) provides the
value of a = 6.76 A. Fiber patterns of films cured at a slow rate show very diffuse non-
meridional reflections.
Broad peaks from diffractometer scans ofPMDA-ODA films show a broad hump
that corresponds to a d-spacing of approximately 5 A. This spacing which encompasses
an average lateral coherence has been attributed to interchain inteiference.20 These diffuse
regions are attributed to the wide distribution of spacings among adjacent chains and to
the distribution in transverse crystallite dimensions caused by asynchronous reductions in
their cross sectional areas during cure. The non-crystalline hump representative of this
disorder can be observed from Figure 4.1.
At higher angles, our diffractometer scans showed several strong reflections. The
(010) reflection appeared at a 2e of 22.68°. In relationship to the spacings at these
diffraction angles, Figure 4.6, shows the geometry between phenyl rings from adjacent
chains. The 30° angle shown in this figure is a consequence of the ether oxygen valence
angle and the 60° stagger is likely to be the result of complementary interplanar 7t-system
packing. Staggered stacking of planar ring units has been proposed.2l This alternative
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.n.en.ction among planar units was de.emuned to be a result of overcoming mutually
..pulsive
.-electron forces by attractive electronic forces between n-electrons and the
frameworlc. For example, the tn,en,lanar separat.on of potphyrin-potphyrin systems is
known
,0 be between 3.4 and 3.6 A. An intennolecular stagger between porphyrin-
pyrromellitimide systems was also reported. Similar magnitudes of interp.anar spacings,
3.39 A on polyimide model compounds, has been previously observed.22
nie last of the observed meridionals was the (008) reflection that appeared at a 2e
of 21.43». Within the same region, the (012) and (107) reflections are observed in the
vicinity of 23.6». TT,e broad peak at 26.7° has intense contributions from the (1 U) and
(112) reflections. Its shoulder peak at 28.4 exhibited contributions from (016) and (114)
at 28.60. niese reflections are tabulated in table 4.4 of the simulation section ahead.
A set of crystallite sizes was computed from simulated powder patterns. The
intensities of the simulated pattern were adjusted by varying cystallite sizes until a match
with intensities shown experimentally was found.
The crystallite size dimensions obtained from simulation were as follows: a = 1 10
A, b = 85 A and c = 150 A. These dimensions were also computed experimentally using
wide-angle X-rays. These ciystal dimensions were: L„ = 107 A, L,„, = 92 A, Uo =
1 17 A, with an average reliability of± 10 A. Since the experimental diffactometer data
was not corrected for instrumental peal< broadening, the experimentally detemuned crystal
dimensions should represent a lower size limit. And the sharper peaks obtained by
simulation should yield the higher limit in the absence of any broadening induced by
experimental measurements.
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Figure 4.6. Geometry of phenyl rings between adjacent chains.
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^•3.2 Infrared Sp^r^o^^^p,,
A higher crystalline order by vibrational spectroscopy is evidenced by the
tendency of several bands to split into two con^ponents. The splitting in the carbonyl
region for example, has been attributed to the coupling between nearing carbonyl dipoles.
and frequency shift between its ciystalline and non-crystalline components becomes
greater with increasing degree of packmg.9 This tendency is more pronounced in the
asymmetric carbonyl stretching regions and in the axial C-N-C stretch, but important
changes also occur with other spectral features. As shown in Figure 4.7, the lower
frequency component of the antisymmetric carbonyl stretch shifts to even lower
frequencies upon ordering. This is due to the weakening of the carbonyl bond by the
electron exchange of the oxygen and the increasingly conjugated ring carbon. This shift,
from 1726 to 1718 cm-, exposes the higher frequency component which is thought to be
representative of the disordered regions in the system.
The symmetric C=0 stretch at 1778 cm- is only lowered by 2 cm '. It was
reported by reference 9 that the frequency changed from 1717 to 1725 cm- for the
crystalline and amorphous difference spectra respectively. Studies with meta and para
tert-di-butyl pyromellitic acid revealed that upward shifts in frequency of the C=0
antisymmetric stretch are due to a decreased intemiolecular bonding, as it occurs when
going from a crystalline to a solution state or from para to meta substituted compounds.23
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Figure 4.7. Infrared Spectra of the 1 800- 1 650 region. PMDA-ODA polyimide.
Just as band assignments can be made for carbonyl stretches in ordered regions of
polyimides, the assignment of the 1738 cm ' shoulder to a carbonyl stretching in
disordered regions can also be made. Results based on external reflection infrared
spectroscopy ofPMDA-ODA films have provided experimental evidence to support this
assignment.24 The observation has been made, based on simulated spectra, that the
intensity of the high frequency shoulder (at 1738 cm ') of the asymmetric carbonyl stretch
is not altered significantly when the angle of the incident radiation on polyimide films is
deviated from normal.25 This indicated that C=0 dipoles belonging to disordered
regions, band at 1738 cm'^, have less affinity for orientational preferences. One study
suggested that the 1738 cm ' shoulder may be due to the presence of intermolecular
linkages.26 Qur experimental evidence does not support this latter conclusion.
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The emergence of another component in the axial CNC stretch region of Figure
4.8. Shows an opposite trend to that of the above in the carbonyl stretching region A
htgher frequency band emerges and its relative intensity is higher than its lower fiequency
counterpart. This lower frequency component must belong to vibrations of this type in a
more disordered environment. The frequency difference in the powder spectra between
*e ctystalline and non-crystaUine components is 16 cm- (1395 -1379 cm-). A higher
ring coplanarity. as it occurs in more ordered regions, will increase conjugation and
therefore frequency.
-nie tangential phenyl ring stretch mode at 1504 cm- only showed a modest shift
to higher frequency, this is shown in Figure 4,9. This peak and its shoulder are a
product of the differences in the degree of order in different regions of tite sample. A
much higher relative intensity for this peak is observed in the films. TTtis is due to the
anisotropy which develops during spin casting and cudng. Tl,e tr^sition moment vector
associated with this vibration can be utiUzed to approximate the degree of in-plane
orientation. This anisottopy cannot be observed with the powder. A similar change in
relative band intensity was also observed in a comparison of nonnal and rapidly cuied
imides.l
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Figure 4.8. Infrared Spectra of the 1425-1275 region. PMDA-ODA polyimid(
The antisymmetric COC stretch, Figure 4.10, exhibited a significant frequency
increase. It changed from 1245 cm-i in the film to 1253 cm-i in the powder. This is an
expected change since the increase in conjugation brought about by the planarization of
the structure should produce a shift towards higher frequencies. No significant width
increase and therefore no apparent difference in order is detected from this peak. No
distinguishable splitting can be noticed from this band. Although the influence of this
oxygen linkage in the environment of other vibrations is certainly felt. Such is the case of
large intensity changes in the band associated with the transverse CNC stretch at 1 117
cm-i, as it is seen from Figure 4.10. The band is intense for samples of high structural
order. This vibration has been labeled as a combination of imide ring distortion and
deformation of the carbon nitrogen bond.27
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Figure 4.9. Infrared Spectra of the 1550-1450 region. PMDA-ODA polyimid(
Figure 4. 1 1 Provides a comparison of this spectral region at 10 K and 280 K for
a powder sample cured at 200 °C. An upward shift of 3 cm-i is observed for the
antisymmetric COC stretch and the CNC transverse stretch. As shown from Figure 4.10,
the relative intensity of the CNC transverse stretch increased markedly in the absence of a
frequency shift. Conjugation affected this vibration indirecdy by coplanarizing the
structure and providing for a more perfect stacking of the pyromellitimide ring units.
A related phenomenon is ring coplanarity. Out-of-plane CH bending and ring
out-of-plane deformations, in Figure 4.12,28 can be utilized to compare compare ring
coplanarities in films and powder. Each of these bands tend to split into two components
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that belong to different symmetry species Sn t^nhn-y cu s, bo, techniques to compute the twist angle
analyticaUy based on these bands have been proposed.29
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Figure 4.10. Infrared Spectra of the 1300-1000 region. PMDA-ODA polyimide.
Expressions for the intensity were derived based on the original work of
Gribov.30 The total intensity associated with n number of equivalent groups in the same
molecule is given by the following semi-empirical expression
Ii(n) = lo
V? (n)
r n
n X "ik
2
ik
V k J
(4.2)
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Figure 4.12. Infrared Spectra of the 960-760 region. PMDA-ODA polyimidi
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Where Ii(n) is the intensity; v;(n) is the frequency; is a factor that accounts for the
relative phases and an,p«tudes of a g™„p vibradon among groups; h;, is dte unit vector
of .he vbrational polarizadon;n is the number of the equivalent groups; lo is the
undismrbed intensity of a single group. Application of the above expression to dta. of
Ph2X molecule (X = ether oxygen in our case), as shown in Figure 4.13. can be wd
a
ntten
as
I =1 — (1 - COS (p) cos^e
^asym " [y^ [( 1 + COS (p) + (1 - COS(p) Sin^G)],
(4.3)
(4.4)
Figure 4.13. Schematic of the geometry utilized in the computation of the phenyl twist
angles from infrared modes.
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Where
<, is *e valence angle; 6 is ,he torsional angle; and are *e intensities of
the vtbrations belonging to the syn„netric and asymmetric species, v„is the unperturbed
frequency; v is the observed frequency. 7T,e ratio (v/v„)2 can be taken as unity since the
frequency difference due to the interaction between different syt^ne,^ species is stnaU
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p|f v^nti^' symmetric to antisymmetric intensities of selected vibrations ofFh2X type molecules versus nng twist angle.
These vibrations can be utilized to provide an estimation of the twist angle if the
intensity ratio of species A to B is found. The ratio of the symmetric species to the
antisymmetric species as a function of angle of twist angle has been plotted in Figure
4.14. From this plot, one can obtain estimations of ring twist angles for a Ph2X type
molecule. For a valence angle of 123° and if vibrations between 800 and 840 cm-l are
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uul.zed, the computed angle is 57" for .he fitas and 46» for the powder. A decrease in
twrst angie was u> be expected for the powder tecause of increase in pacing and ring
coplanarity. However, this value of 46" is far from the ideally predicted simulation value
of 310. A value of40» was found for a solution of Ph^O at low temperatures, using the
methodology described above and a value of 53» was detennined at room temperature by
Kerr constant analysis measurements on Ph20.3i
4-3.3 Raman .Spectrosfpnpy
Raman spectroscopy was needed to provide supplementary information on the
conformational differences of PMDA-ODA polyimrde. And also to discuss the validity
and usefulness of tentative band assignments.
Distinct features from the crystalline polyimide samples can be extracted from
Fourier transform Raman spectra at lower frequencies, while data for higher frequencies
provides for an assessment of curing efficiency or film anisotropy. As it is expected the
symmetric C=0 stretch is strong in Raman and its antisymmetric mode is very weak.
Various carbonyl stretching modes and tentative peak assignments are provided in Figure
4.15. These peaks are sharper in the spectra of the powder than that of the films. They
appear at 1789 and 1727 cm- for the films and at 1783 and 1721 cm- for the powder
respectively. Figure 4. 16 shows the spectra of the powder and film in the range of 1000-
1900 cm->. The shift of these vibrations to higher frequencies for the less crystalUne
samples is in accordance to that observed with the infrared measurements. The loss of
C=0 bond character due to the increased influence of the intermolecular environment in
more crystalline samples results in the downward shift in frequency. Also, one can
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Figure 4. 15. Carbonyl stretching modes and frequency assignments for ordered anddisordered regions in polyimides.
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observe relative intensity changes in this figure which are originated by increases in
sample anisotropy. For example, the change in relative intensity observed for the
vibrations near 1785 cm"' and that at 1390 cm*'.
Besides the powder, spin coated fUms with a final cure temperature of 200 °C and
chemically cured films without any heat treatment were analyzed. Figure 4.17 shows the
Raman spectra of this film without any heat treatment in the range between 1900 to 1000
cm-i
.
Sample color changes brought about by annealing or curing beyond 200 ° C
increased the background and distorted the neat basehne obtained for those samples
shown here. At slightly lower frequency from the carbonyl stretching, appreciable
changes can be observed between the films and the powder. A band which is non-
existent in the powder appears in the films ranging from 1688 to 1690 cm"'. This band
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can be linked to pockets of material where imidization may be incompleted A key
feamre in the preparation of the powder polyimide is that the solvent is made to remain as
a pan of the system for a longer time, thus allowing a greater degree of molecular
freedom to that of films in which solvents are evaporated more rapidly. Solidification
during chemical curing was reached fast and the solvent exuded to the boundaries. For
thermally cured films, the solvent was evaporated at 85 for 15 minutes and Aen baked
under vacuum for an hour at 200 °C.
2000
Thermally
cured film
Chemically
cured film,
not heated
1800 1600 1400 1200 1000
Wavenumbers
Figure 4 17. FT-Raman spectra of the high frequency region of heat cured and
chemically cured film
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In reference ,o Figure 4.16, a strong peak with a prominent shoulder can be
observed at ,611 en,- and 1598 cm- (sh) for films and at 1614 cm- and 1602 cm- for the
powder. These assignments con-espond to the C=C stretch (8a and 8b according to
Wilson's notauon) of the central and phenylene rings respectively.32
-n,ese bands
usually Ue vety close to the original benzene vibration (1596 cm-) and therefore they
cannot be utilized as good indicators of substituents. However, in this case the effect of
pendant groups and conjugation are very marked as observed especially with the higher
fh=quency mode or central ring vibration. A quantitative relationship for the detemnnation
of the twist angle of biphenyls can be derived from the intensity of this vibn.don.33 j„
our particular case, this relationship is complicated by the influence of the ether oxygen
on the phenyl rings. The intensity increases with ring coplanarity as a cos^ law. and it
was shown that the largest value observed was for Ouorene where the rings where very
coplanar. Other studies have probed the validity of the analysis on trans and cis poly(p-
phenylene benzobisoxazole) and poIy(p-phenylene benzobisthiazole) model
compounds.34 This band in c-PBO (where rings are near planar) was found to be the
most intense, and that for t-PBT showed the smallest intensity since it con-esponded to an
angle of 23° attributed mostly to steric interactions.
The aromatic CH vibration, not shown here, is a single peak at 3073-3074
for the films but it splits into a strong and sharp peak at 3067 cm- with two higher
frequency shoulders (3078 cm- and 3090 cm-) for the powder.
cm-1
A minor change was observed for the phenylene ring stretch at 1512 cm->, but a
large frequency shift was seen for the intense CN stretching mode. This mode was
observed at 1389 cm- for films and at 1398 cm- for the highly crystalline powder. Here
a stiffer CN bond is obtained through the increased conjugation. The relative intensity of
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this band is higher than Aa. of tt,e symn,e«c C=0 vibradon in ,he films. n,e opposite
effect ,s observed in the powder where in-plane anisotropic effects are no, observed.
nie next set of strong vibrations occtr in the nmge between 1 120 and 1 165 cm-
THe relative intensity of both h,crease with crystalhne order. A peak intensity reversal is
observed for the chemically cured film. These bands are attributed to the CH in-plane
bending of the phenylene ring or central aromatic ring in the imide unit and to the CNC
d^sverse stretch. OU,er vibrations in this region are a small peak for the antisymmetiic
COC vibration a, 1202 cm- and CH in plane bending (type v9b) for para-tetrasubstimted
rings at 1298 cm-, and that of the para-disubstituted phenyls (v9a) at 1270 cm-. A
combined mode of ring breathing (vl) for tiie tetrasubstituted ring can be obs^ved at
1013 cm-. This mode only appears on Raman spectra, whUe a ring bending mode (vI2)
of approximately same relative intensity appears in the same region of die infrared
spectra.
Tentative assignments for bands observed below 1000 cm-l have been made but
are not discussed here for brevity. Some features found below below 200 cm-l are
indicative of the crystallinity of the powder samples and are shown in Figure 4.18. The
region below 200 cm-^ is dominated by torsional vibrations. As a means of comparison,
the C=0 torsional frequencies for benzaldehyde and para-hydroxybenzaldehyde have
been reported to be 130 cm-^ and 1 10 cm-' respectively.32 Peaks at 164 cm-' and 130 cm-'
were only observed for powder polyimide samples and not for films.
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Figure 4. 18. FT-Raman spectra of PMDA-ODA polyimides in the low frequency region,
Peaks below 120 cm-i in our FT-Raman are considered suspect due to proximity of
Raleigh line filter cutoff. Although the intensity and frequency of a strong peak at 1 15
cm-' persisted in the films. Molecular dynamics studies using dipole autocorrelation
function studies have been done for PMDA-ODA polyimide chains of 197 and 392
segments in length.35 Two notable frequencies were obtained by this method, one at =
20 cm-' and the other at = 1 10 cm-. The first was attributed longitudinal skeletal motion
and it was found to be dependent on chain length. Its description fitted that of a
longitudinal acoustic mode vibration. And based on snapshots of the filtered motion, the
peak at 1 10 cm-> was suggested to originate from a complex effect which included
contributions from torsions about the ether linkage and out-of-plane deformations of the
CN bond among PMDA units and phenyl rings. This work also points out tiiat a strong
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coupling between the aforementioned torsion and the flexing motion of single repeat units
exists, and resembled that of the twisting of a loosely held string.
4.3.4 Molecular <;im||1>^|^^ri
An initial set of simulations was tailored to reflect the influence of nitrogen
hybridization on the angle that an N-Ph bond vector would fonn with the plane of the
pyromellitimide moiety and the influence of this state on the unit cell dimensions. The
assumption of sp3 hybridization enhanced the influence of the lone pair of electrons in the
minimized structure of PMDA-ODA polyimide, which deviated from planarity a great
deal. The sp2 hybridization of the ether oxygen atom provided the closest match to
experimental data and the most geometric resemblance to that of similar molecular
structures. The sp2 character of the nitrogen heteroatom in a pentacyclic compound can
be illustrated with pyrrole,36 where its aromatic character is fumished by six k electrons
filling the bonding orbitals. It has been pointed out by other researchers that the
hybridization state of the nitrogen atom will change from sp2 to sp3 if there is enough
energy available to disrupt conjugation in the imide ring, for instance when uniaxial
deformation is imposed.37 The conformations and unit cell measurements discussed here
are ones for which the deviation from 180 ° of the angle between the N-Ph bond and the
pyromellitimide plane was negligible. The energetic contributions of the different
conformations obtained due to changes in hybridization are shown in table 4.1 below.
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^^'^^f^^'&S:^^Z^^^^^ -f°™atio„s Obtained
Atom type utilized
in minimizationt
Interplanar Angle PMDA-
ODA RingsO
Interplanar Angle ODA-
ODA Rings (°)
Ph-O-Ph Valence Angle (°)
a-unit cell dimension (A)
b-unit cell dimension (A)
c-unit cell dimension (A)
Unit cell angle alpha
(degrees)
Unit cell angle beta
(degress)
Unit cell angle gamma
(degrees)
Total Energy (Kcal/mol)
Bonds contribution
(Kcal/mol)
Angles contribution
(Kcal/mol)
Torsion contribution
(Kcal/mol)
vdW contribution
(Kcal/mol)
Electrostatic contribution
(Kcal/mol)
Computed density (g/cc)
N^I'dJ; 7^10%°^' 4^ '^-'^•O-R: 5: N_2,0.2; 6:
* Calculated without electrostatic charge interactions.
1 2 3 4 5 6* 7
53.8 56.4 51.2 47.2 51.3 54 40.3
29.6
123
6.85
3.88
32.21
31.6
123
6.76
3.92
32.13
25.7
131.7
6.79
3.81
32.63
24.1
132.3
6.91
3.76
33.07
26.2
134.3
6.75
3.82
32.63
31
123.2
6.82
3.86
32.33
68 9
115.6
4 32
5.99
32 34
90.64 90.74 89.92 89.78 90.28 90.71 94 99
89.9 89.94 89.98 89.98 89.96 89.98 89 98
89.9
61
89.96
70
90.01
63.3
90
42 4
90.02
81 7
90
1 A A
90.03
3o.9
10.4 11.8 11.6 9.4 12.2 12.6 12.8
89.5 92 84.7 81.2 87 92.5 68.3
29 30 32.1 29 32 28.6 13
2.5 8.5 6.38
-3.62 10 10.1 1
-71
1.483
-72
1.489
-71.6
1.504
-73.6
1.479
-60.7
1.507
0
1.492
-57.2
1.523
Density, unit cell dimensions, and the magnitude of energy contributions from
table 4.1 were considered when choosing structure 2 as the one which more closely
resembles available experimental data.
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PMDA-ODA polyimid. was minimized using full periodic bounda^ conditions
TTe resuldng stmcure was a simple onhorhombic unit cell. The cell parameters at.
shown in Table 4.2. A triclinic symmetry was assumed for the simulations. Utis
provided the opportunity to know if these values deviated from the suspected
onhorhombic dimensions. As indicated in table 4.2, all these angles we. so close to 90°
.hat an orthorhombic unit cell was undisputable. This fact was confirmed experimentally
However, it was also recently reported that high resolution transmission micscopy on
suigle crystals of PMDA-ODA polyimide indicated that one angle, y oscillates ± 5" from
90°.38 These fluctuations at. averaged in our bulk powder samples, thetefo.. providing
perfect orthorhombic dimensions. Recent attempts have also been made to elucidate the
superstructure of PMDA-ODA polytmides with alternative molecular simulation
techniques.39
.2. Unit cell parameters of PMDA-ODA polyimide.
a (A)
Results
from
Simulation
Results
from
Experiment
Difference
from
Simulation
(%)
Literature
Results *
Difference
from
Simulation
(%)
6.76 6.76 0.0 6.31 7.1
b(A) 3.92 3.91 0.0 3.97 1.3
c(A) 32.13 31.99 0.0 32.00 0.0
a (degrees) 89.94 90.00 0.1 90.00 0.1
P (degrees) 90.74 90.00 0.8 90.00 0.8
Y (degrees) 89.96 90.00 0.0 90.00 0.0
Cell Volume (A3) 852.76 845.55 1.2 801.62 6.6
* Kazaryan,-'^ most widely accepted published cell parameters for PMDA-ODA.
Several confonnations have been proposed for PMDA-ODA polyimide. Two of
those possible confonnations are shown in Figure 4.19. The p.cpe/te. conformation
emerged from ti,e energy minimizations, irrespective of the initial atomic coordinate input,
niis conformation is mote likely to fom, due to ti,e stronger effect of intramolecular
hindrance over intenrtolecular interactions. The sn™ in bond angles contribute almost
70% ,o the total confotmational energy. This is a reflection of the inherent constraints
posed by the aromatic namre of .he chain structure. Torsional effects accounted for 23%
of this energy and die rest was atttibuted to bonding constraints.
C/2= 16 A
Chair Conformation:
it>l = <ti4, $2 = <1>3
Propeller Conformation: (j); =
-(|)4_ (jjj =
Figure 4. 19. PMDA-ODA conformational model as proposed by Lukasheva, et al.*
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Table 4.3 shows the estimated bond lengths, twist and valence angles for PMDA-
ODA. Most of the geometrical parameters presented in this table are similar to values
from previous estimations in PMDA-ODA polyimide 40 from 4,4'-bis (phthalimide)
diphenyl ether 41 and from N-(a-Glutarimido)-4-bromophthaIimide 42
Table 4.3. Geometrical attributes of the minimized structure 2 of PMDA-ODA polyimide.
Bond Distances (A)
CPh-N
CPh-H
CO-C
(CH-C)imide
1.33
1.22
1.36
1.41
CPh-0 1.38
CO-N 1.29
(C-C)imide 1.39
(CH-CO)Ph 1.41
Length of a repeat unit:
Length of a Imide unit (N-N):
Length of an Phenyl unit (CN-O):
Valence Angles (degrees)
Ph-O-Ph 12291
(C-C-H)imide 121.83
CN-CH-CH 120.96
CH-C-C 122.02
C-C=0 122.87
N-C=0 127.05
(CH-C-H)Ph 118.66
N-CO-C 109.81
C-CH-C 116.26
(CH-CH)Ph
c=o
(C-H)imide
(CH-CN)Ph
17.63 A
6.51 A
4.23 A
CO-N-Ph
CO-CH_CH
CO-C-C
Ph-C-N
1.41
1.22
1.02
1.41
125.68
120.85
105.26
120.95
Dihedral angles (degrees)
:
Phenyl-Phenyl: 31.64 Ph-Imide: 56.31
As can be observed from Table 4.2, a comparison of the unit cell measurements
with those obtained experimentally by X-ray diffraction show errors smaller than 1% in
any given direction. Since molecular mechanics minimization routines were done at
absolute zero, differences between simulation and experiment were expected to arise.
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g
.he less intense higher angle
.eflecHons. a-uni. ceii dimension fined only
wth ehe sponges,
.flections yields 6.45 A instead of the 6.76 A obtained with all others
taken mto account. Larger anomalies were encounter^ when the data for the a-
dimension was comp^ed with a literature value. tT^e deg.es of freedom or instabiUty of
the ether linkage will assist in the development of less energetically favorable pacldngs
.hat ,s, those deviating fom the ideal planar zigzag with P2, symmetty. TOs is true
especially when chain mobility is hindered, as it would occur as mo. solvent is
evaporated and as the glass transition rises during cure.
It is important to note that the simulated diffraction patterns come directly fix,m the
minimized unit ceU in periodic boundary conditions, no refmement was carried out. As
mentioned above, a tdclinic unit cell was assumed in order to avoid geomettical
restrictions on the computation of unit cell parameters. TT^e same assumption was applied
for the simulation of X-ray diffraction patterns, aU possible reflections for a tricUnic unit
cell were obtained. The resulting unit cell angles were all 90°±1«. The initial guesses on
ciystaUite size were made based on the experimentally obtained values from an
experimental diffractomeler scan using die width at half height of the (002). (101) and
(010) reflections. The ciystallite size was then modified until a match was obtained
between experimentally obtained intensities and simulated intensities. In order to
compare witi, simulation, ti,e intensities of tiie experimentally obtained scans had to be
corrected for polarization and temperanu-e factors and its background had to be carefully
removed.
The minimized conformation showed twist angles of~ 31° between the zigzag
plane and the phenyl ring unit. A twist angle of - 26° between the zigzag plane and the
imide ring plane was observed. That is, the angles between the phenyl-phenyl planes of
is 62°, the angle between the phenyl-imide planes is 57°and the angles between the imide
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I">kage be^vecn pheny, rings was calculated to be Ur. Values of .his angle fr.r. the
works quoted in previous secdons are: Kazatyan ^: nr. Conte
.30», and Lukasheva
• :
124». Recently, a value of 126» has been optimized for a thennoplastic polyinude.«
«n a^SLr/t^Ti^ur ''"^""'^« x-y
hkl
002
Diffiactometer Photographic Simulated
method Cerius™
300,0112 2 19
d (A) 20
16.07 5.50
d(A) 29 d(A) 29
16.50 5.35 15.95 5.53
So6 7.96 11.11 8.03 11.01
008 5.37 16.50 5.36 16.55
101 6 43 n7S 1?9 ^^'^^ 4.02 22.13
102 6.36 13.92 6.62 13.37
6.23 14.21
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010
. 13.75
6.10 14.52 5.99 14.73
5.61 15.79 5.49 16.14 5.72 15.49
3.91 22.75 3.91 22.73 3.92 22.66
111>112 3.33 26.80 3.33 26.76 3.37 26.43
3.31 26.90
114 98^1 ^^-^7 3.15 28.37
1010
^'^^ 3.11 28.69 3.12 28.67
118 2.92 30.60 2.90 30.80
212 2.60 34.48 2.58 34.78
1013 2.48 36.20 2.53 35.52
2.33 38.45 2.32 38.78
41.20 2.25 39.99
2.20 41.06
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TTie conformational analysis of diphenyl linkages have been summarized previously 44
rbc smdy predicted r.is, confonnations for the
-CO- Unkage by the usage of energy
maps which showed minima near {38», 38° and 142M4r). TT>ese mtation minima as
well as their Usted values for the valence angle are within
..asonable agreement of our
results.
UtUization of periodic boundary conditions, as it was done in our case, wiU lead
to a more reahstic value of these angles. A ^is, confot^ation for ti,e Cph-O-CpH system
can be attributed to a balance between the steric interaction of of the hydrogens and the
planarization tendency due an electron delocalization induced by the lone pair of electrons
in the oxygen molecule. A "Morino" structure is expected in the absence of conjugation,
where steric interaction of the hydrogens in tiie phenyl rings is dominant (0°,90°). The
planar confonnation (0°,0») is only approximated when tite conjugation is so sti^ng that
the 7c-electron overiap is predominant against any other opposing force. A butterfly
conformation would be possible only when die steric interaction coming from the central
group, oxygen in our case, predominates. Figure 4.20 illusn-ates tiiese conformations.
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Planar (0°,0°)
Butterfly (90°, 90°)
Twist =
-y)
Morino (0°,90°)
Figure 4.20. Possible conformations provided by the nature of the diphenyl linkage.
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4.4 ConclusioriQ
Usually polyimides are extremely difficult to characterize because so much of the
data obtained are associated with samples of low degree of ciystallinity. Because of the
increasingly availabiUty of highly ctystaUine samples the structure of pyromellitic
dianhydride-di-(4-aminophenyl)ether (PMDA-ODA), a commercially important
polyimide, was examined again. An energetically feasible confomiation of highly
ordered PMDA-ODA polyimide and associated unit cell as detennined by molecular
simulation are consistent with aU of our experimental the X-ray and spectroscopic
measurements. An orthorhombic unit cell with dimensions of a = 6.76 A, b = 3.91, and
c = 32.13 A has been proposed. The structural parameters of the chain have been
calculated. The "propeller" planar zigzag conformation is determined to be the favorable
one in crystalline domains. The relative orientation of the phenyl rings of the Cph-O-Cph
linkages have also been calculated. The twist angles of the phenyl rings and the imide
rings with respect to the idealized planar zigzag conformation are 31 and 26° respectively.
These angles were determined using molecular simulation techniques. These values are
consistent with infrared measurements. The crystallite size estimations, the dimensions
obtained from simulation were as follows: a = 1 10 A, b = 85 A and c = 150 A. The
experimentally determined crystal dimensions were: L002 = 107 A, L,o, = 92 A, Lo,o =
1 17 A, with an average reliability of ± 10 A. It is clear that a higher degree of
crystallinity was obtained with the powder in contrast to the polyimide films usually
obtained. X-ray diffi-action pattems obtained exhibit significant differences for the two
types of samples. Differences in the infrared spectra are more subtle, but they do
demonstrate the existence of various environments. It can be shown that the change in
the intensity of some bands is linked to the degree of order in the polymer.
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CHAPTERS
CHARACIERIZATION OF THE ORIENTATIONAL ORDER OF PMDA-ODA
POLYIMIDE RLMS
5.1 Jntrodiictior^
Crystallinity and orientation represent important structural parameters in
consideration of mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of polyimide coatings.
Coating perfomiance is critical in demanding applications such as inter-layer dielectrics in
semiconductor integrated circuitry and other packaging applications. 1 Studies were aimed
at a better understanding of the solidification process of this polyimide in restricted
geometries, such as in very thin coatings, as well as the inteifacial layer between the
polyimide and substrate. In these cases, polyimides are confined geometrically so that
individual chains are unable to adopt the full range of confomiations available in a bulk
material. Studies of thin polyimide films are important as both rigid and semi-flexible
polyimides are known to develop a significant degree of anisotropy when utilized as
coatings. The anisotropy of these films in terms of their elasticity coefficients has been
previously measured.2 In addition, the nature of the interfacial layer is important and
relevant as bonding of polyimide with substrate may significantly influence the
occurrence of cohesive failure of coatings.
PMDA-ODA is provided by E.I. Dupont deNemours as a 10-20% solution of
polyamic acid precursor in N-methyl 2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The in-plane isotropy
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observed in vinuaHy all po.yinude fitas probably occurs as a resuU of filn, shrinkage
under
.he constraining influence of a subsTa.e. In the absence of a thermal gradient or
cherrucal reaction when spin-cast onto substrates, the orientation process represents a
competition between chain relaxation and fii. shrinkage during solvent loss, resulting in
.he
.abiUty to relieve local stresses and fon^ation of in-plane orientation. I™idi.ation in
PMDA-ODA is achieved by heating, Amsotropy is known to induced during the spin
coating process of the polyamic acid. It is, however, uncertain whether the degree of
anisotropy is maintained during curing.
The anisotropic nature of polyimide films has been observed by numerous
techniques such as wide-angle X-ray diffraction, birefringence, conoscopy. optical wave
guide spectroscopy, dielectric loss measurements, and attenuated-reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy.3-8 Quantitative infomiation on the degree of aniso^opy
and the related micro-structures as a function of film thickness for thermally cured
polyimide films has yet to be reponed. The microstructures and degree of anisod^py in
polyimide films can be characterized by orientation of the pyromelliumide groups with
respect to the plane of the substrate. This orientation is most conveniently measured
utUizing grazing angle infrared techniques. Vibrational spectroscopy is a localized
technique capable of measuring changes in chain conformation and packing, especially
when accurate band assignments and polarization characteristics, i. e. transition moments,
are defined. PMDA-ODA polyimide band assignments and characterization of transition
moment directions have been provided by prior studies.'.'"
Gold was chosen as subso-ate because of its limited chemical reactivity with
polyamic acid. Extensive studies have been performed on refiectivity of electromagnetic
waves for multi-layered systems, including both dielectric and metallic suKstrates."""
The boundary conditions are such that at grazing angles external reflection infrared
specu-oscopy of adlayers on metallic substrates measures only the transition moments
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wh.ch have components perpendicular
,o the substnrte surface (p-polarizatio„). AUhough
significant anomalies and spectral distortions exist with utilization of grazing angle
infrared spectroscopy..8.19 appU^ation of this technique in studies of polyimides
adsorbed onto metals has proven extremely useful.20^. ri^, ^i,^^^^^^ ^
75 A to 750 A were examined in this study. Although this technique is appUcable for
films thicker than 1000 A. the computational complexity is greatly increased ,o account
for decreases in the mean square elecrtc field intensity as a function of distance from the
substrate. Isotropic infrared reflectance theory and its applications 22-2" have recently
been modified and apphed to optically anisotropic monolayers on an isotropic low-
absorbing substrates.25 Utilizing these methods, infomiation on lateral and axial
orientations is obtained by a quantitative analysis of spectroscopic data. Spectroscopic
analysis of PMDA-ODA polyimide films on a metalhc substrate is reported in this study.
Results on dielectric substrates shall be reported shortly.
5-2 Experimenifil
The precursor, polyamic acid, was obtained from E.I. Dupont deNemours and
received as 20% of solids by weight in N-methyl-2-pyn-ohdone (NMP). The solution
was diluted witii di-methyl acetamide (DMAc) to the appropriate concentrations. The
solutions were spin cast onto gold coated glass slides, obtained from Brysen Optical
Corporation, at 4000 rpm. The gold layer on these glass slides had an average thickness
of -2000 A. The samples were tiien placed on a hot plate for 15 minutes at 85 °C and
cured at 225 °C in nitrogen aanosphere for 1 hr. Thickness was determined with a
Rudolph Research EUipsometer AUTOEL®-n using the 6328 A line (0.2 mW) reflected
at a 70° angle with respect to surface nomial. A series of nine measurements were
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performed for gold surfaces with and without the adsorbed polyimide. More details on
the measurement of film thickness are provided in Appendix B. Film continuity and
roughness in the substrate and adsorbed polymer were measured with a Zygo optical
phase interference microscope Maxim3D 5800. Average surface roughness was found to
be in the range of 8-10 A. A 20X, 40X and lOOX Mirau lens was utilized in these
measurements. The smaller magnification lens, 20X, provides a vertical resolution of ~1
A and a lateral resolution of ~1 ^m. If supported on a substrate and with removal of a
portion of the film, thickness can also be measured directly by the profilometer.
Electron diffraction studies were performed with a JEOL lOOCX TEM. For these
experiments, the polyimide films were removed from the gold coated slides by first
shearing the outermost portion of the gold layer partially under water. The films were
then picked up with a carbon coated grid. Samples obtained utihzing this technique were
relatively undamaged and unwrinkled. These features are required for acquisition of
reliable film tilting data. Gold still adhered to some sections of the film which facilitated
determination of interplanar spacings in the polymer by providing a direct calibration
using spacings known for gold.
Infrared spectra were obtained using a Nicolet 60SXB Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer equipped with a Specac extemal reflectance attachment. 1024 scans at a
resolution of 2 cm"^ were collected. The incident angle of the p-polarized radiation on the
sample was maintained at 84° for all measurements. Transmission measurements for the
polyimide powder in KBr pellets were obtained in a Bruker 1 13 FTIR. In this case, 256
scans were signal averaged and the spectral resolution was maintained at 2 cm"^. Highly
crystalline polyimide powder samples were created by a one step cure at 200°C under 200
psi of nitrogen pressure. Details associated with the structure of these powders were
previously provided.^^'^^ As shown in Figure 5.1, X-ray diffraction analysis in
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conjunction with density measurements reveal that this polyimide powder has a much
higher degree of crystallinity and larger crystalline domains than thin films.28
Transmission wide-angle X-ray experiments were performed in vacuum with a
Statton camera, Ni filtered CuKa radiation was employed. All film or powder samples
were annealed for 1 hr at 300 °C.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Scattering Angle (20)
Figure 5.1. Comparison of wide-angle X-ray diffraction microdensitometer scans
obtained for PMDA-ODA polyimide samples.
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TTe reflectivity theory for layered planar systenrs was fonnulated by Heavens •
Hansen .2,.3 MCntyre.M practical aspects of infrared reflectivity for nronolayers
adsorbed into metals were explored by Greenler,29 who found experimentally that
.nfrared absotption had a maxima for radration incident at = 88= from the plane norma,
Thts grazing incidence condition provided an absorption enhancement that enabled the
acquisition of spectra for a thin layer that may not have been observable other^vise A
great part of the experimental work in thin films and monolayers adsorbed on metals has
been carried out by Allar., et. al., .8 who has pointed out anomalies and spectral
dtstortions that arise when dealing with these systems. In addition, they have also
studied the molecular orientauon of these adsorbates. Dluhy, calculated optimal angles of
incidence for infrared external reflection of monolayers deposited on water and metals.22
Ishino and Ishida, utilized external reflection FUR at Brewster's angle to obtain specmt
for thick layers of hard and dark materials.23 Yen and Wong have developed and
experimentally verified approximate expressions for the characterization of longitudinal
optical and transverse optical modes in the infrared reflectance specfra of polymeric films
adhered to meta, and dielectric substrates. >6 A different approach to orientation studies
through the external reflection FTIR of molecules adsorbed in dielectric and metal
substrates has been carried out by Buontempo and Rice, n who developed simplified
formulations fix)m classical electrodynamic theories.
In the infrared range, a metal such as gold will have nearly perfect reflectance at
all angles of incidence. As Mclntyre, points out the electrical conductivity of a metal
approaches its dc value at low optical frequencies. Whether in transmission or reflection,
a phase change will take place at each boundao- crossing. Phase changes in reflection are
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g.ve„ by the argun,e„, of the reflectivity coefficient for each polarization. T.e phase shift
for the parallel component goes up abruptly near grazing incident angles, which implies a
enhancement of the electric field intensity. A standing-wave electric field tn the incident
phase ,s produced under these conditions. The computation of phase changes is
necessary for the obtainment of the refiectance and transmittance for the three phase
systems, nte calculated reflectance and transmittance are then occupied to obtain the
mean squat, of the electric field ampUtude. The electric field strength of the incident
phase is minimally attenuated by a vety thin polymeric film because of its low energy
dissipadon in this instance. It follows that the nature of the elecmc field near the substrate
dictates the system's properties in the thin coating limit, that is when « kj. The
absorbance of an adlayer is obtained by comparing the t^flecance obtained for a system
with an adlayer to that obtained without it (k=0).
Application of tiie exact classical theories by Hansen and Mclntyre to our three
layer system follows. The general fom, of tite Fresnel coefficients of reflection and
transmission in stratified media, as derived from tite Maxwellian equations of the
propagation of eleco-omagnetic disturbances for a linear isotfopic substance, are given by
equations 5.1-5.4 below:
~ TFT,
(5.1)
(5.2)
t
k
(5.3)
2 ^ ^ fc
"k + n-
(5.4)
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r and t represent the reflection and ^ansmission coefflcients for the parallel and
perpendicular polarizations, t and r represents the .tio of the
.ansmitted or reflected
complex elec^c fleld amplitude to that of the incident wave at a bounda^ between phases
J and k. ^ IS the angle dependent refractive index defined as:
^j = (fij-nj sin'Gj)'^^
(5.5)
this expression is derived from the expression for the complex refractive index of the
material, n j = nj - ikj, and Snell's law:
fij sin 0j = nj sin Gj
(5.6)
where m is the real refractive index of the transparent incident phase and is the angle
of incidence that infrared beam makes with the surface nom.al. Although, the position of
^
in the complex plane is uncertain. Hansen states, with reference to the physics
involved, that in order to insure that phase jumps on reflection are positive and be
between 0 and 2n the real part of
^ be always equal or greater than zero and its imaginary
part be always equal or smaller than zero.
Now, consider the system described by Figure 5.2, where the incident medium is
air, the substrate is an absorbing metal and the adlayer is a dielectric.
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Incident radiation
y V
Adlayer
d ;
e\/ ni + ik2
Substrate
T
z
n3 + ik3
^:^^em^:^^^:^ ^ of rad^Uon wuh adsorbed
TTie specific Fresnel fom^ulas for this three-phase system are given by equations
5.7-5.10:
l+r^,2r^3e-'*
'II
^ ^ Mil 2 ^^1123^
Ul2 ^1:2 3^
1 +r_L,2rjj3e"^'"
^ *"^||I2 I"||23^
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
here, d2A2 is the thickness of the second phase (adlayer) in wavelengths,
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Once r and t have been computed, reHectance and
.ransmittance can be obtained
Transminance. T', is defined here as "the fraction of energy incident in the first phase
'
.hat esses the fina, interface into the se,ni-i„fi„i,e final phase". T. Reflectance is
meast^ed in the first (incident) phase. Equations 5. 12-5. 15 give the reflectance and
transnuttance equations for paraUel and petpendicular polarizations:
R„ =
Rx= i.j.
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
T|,=
Re (^r/fif
)
(5.15)
As mentioned above, a phase change will take place at each boundaiy
For example, phase changes in reflection
coefficient for each polarization:
^
.rimr
Oj^ = tan
crossing.
are given by the argument of the reflectivity
Rer
5m = tan
'
Im Tj
Relv
(5.16)
(5.17)
Figure 5.3 illustrates the phase change which takes place at the air-gold boundaiy
It can be observed the phase shift for the parallel component goes up abruptly ne^
grazing incident angles, which implies a enhancement of the electric field intensity. A
standing-wave electric field in the incident phase is produced under these conditions. The
computation of phase changes is necessary for the obtainment of the reflectance and
transmittance for the three phase systems, which is described by equations 5.18 and 5.19:
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e of
R,^-|.D e"*"'' -I- 9 r''2 2im|} ^s-r ^ ^
1 + R.3 e^^"'' + 2 r;- R- e-"^ cos(5;, + 5^3-2 Re P)
T = Q 1
2
1 + R,. R., e-^ + 2 Rl- Rif e-' cos(8;, + 8^, - 2 Re P)
where,
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
and
n
Re
(5.21)
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THe calculated renectance and transmiuance a,, .hen occupied
.o obtain ,he ™ea„
square of ,he electric field amplitude. The electric field strength of the incident pha,e is
~ny attenuated by a vety ,hin polytneric fil™ because of its low energy dissipation
.n thts tnstance. It follows that the nature of the electric field near the substrate dictates
the system's properties in the thin coating limit, that is when k2 « kj. Figure 5.4 shows
the intensity enhancement of the z parallel component which can then be obtained if
electric field components plotted as a funcuon of incident angle.
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Figure 5.4. Mean sciiiare electric field intensity as a function of angle of incidence for IR
radiatton incident on a metallic substrate.
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The mean square of the electric field amplitudes, as ratioed to that of the incident
beam, for the first phase are given by equations 5.21-5.23:
<Eii> = [(1 + RJ + 2 cos (51 + 47c(zA) k,)]
(5.21)
(5.22)
<^,,> = cos^e [(1 + R„) - 2 R,;'^ cos (5[, + 4k(z/X)^,)]
<%L> = sin^e [(1+ R„) + 2 R'^^ cos (8[| + 4k(z/X)^,)]
where, 0 is the angle of incidence or refraction for each layer. Equations 5.21-5.23
imply that, as z decreases, moving away from the metal's surface, the influence of the
two components rendered insignificant in Figure 5.4 will increase. This would
complicate the orientation analysis shown above for the case of very thick films, those of
similar magnitude to that of the incident wavelength. An analysis of this sort will
necessitate the mean square electric field intensity equations in the second medium where
the wave would be evanescent. Equations 5.24-5.26 show these equations:
<Ej.2> = It^l' exp (471 (zA) Im t.)
(5.24)
<E||2x> = I ^ t|| h exp (47C (zA) Im
^ (5.25)
2
I
"1 sin 9i
,
<%z> = I —T t|| P exp (47U (zA) Im
^2)
^ (5.26)
The absorbance of an adlayer is obtained by comparing the reflectance obtained
for a system with an adlayer to that obtained without it (k=0). Figure 5.5 shows a plot of
absorbance versus angle of incidence for a 100 A polyimide film on a gold substrate. In
this figure the angle at which the maxima occurs is higher than that of Figure 5.4, this is
due to a factor of 1/cos 0] which arises due to the reflectivity change introduced by the
adlayer in that component of the mean square electric field intensity.
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iiyer on a niclallic siihstrate as a funclion of
^•^ Method for Interprctint; ImIpi Anis(>|n>py
The use of vibrational spectroscopy as an analytical tool to measure ani.sotropy is
based on the nieasurement and analysis of relative band intensity and width. To derive
structural infoniiation from reHcction infrared experiments, care must be exercised in
analysis to separate stiuctural features from optical anomalies. This section provides
analytical exjiressions from which reHccted spectra can be computed for planar
electromagnelic waves incident on optically anisotropic and absorbing thin lllms adsorlxtd
on a metallic isotropic substrate. Several variations have been presented in the
literature." ''^ Because of the metallic substrate, only the p polarized waves are present
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in the adsorbed nim. A quantitative analysis is sought for the absorption eoefficient and
transition moment direction of vibrational modes relative to the surface nomial. With
determination of the absoT,tion coeff.eient and transition moment direction, stn,c,ural
information in terms of changing chain confomtation and orientation may be derived.
The anisotropy of the polyimide fUm can be obtained by comparing the renected
spectmm to that obtained for an isotropic sample of the same thickness. Equation 5.27
relates the observed band intensity in the reflected spectrum to the expected value.30
e = cos"'
'
'"r
—
^
A
calc j
(5.27)
Here, 0 is the angle that a particular transition moment makes relative to the surface
normal
( z axis ), Robs is the experimentally obtained absorbance from reflection
experiment, and Aeaic is the calculated absorbance for film of the same film thickness. A
direct analysis utihzing relative band intensity cannot be meaningful as reflected data
distorted due to dispersion effects. Transmission data from an isotropic polyimid
sample were utilized to compute the frequency dispersion of the real part of the compl
refractive index. The optical coefficients are necessary for generation of isotropic spectra
of different film thickness. Molecular orientation in coatings can then be computed by
comparison of peak absorbances of the experimental and calculated spectra of the same
thickness. The intensity of a given mode is related to the transition moment by:
are
e
'ex
^
' (5.28)
where E is the electric field vector, |u is the dipole moment, and q is the normal coordinate
direction. If z is to be the direction parallel to the surface normal, the transition moment
for a thin film geometry where only the parallel component of the electric field is a
significant contributor to the intensity is dependent on 9 at the surface by
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COS Q oc \-Jz . 2,dq
(5.29)
As mentioned earlier, many variations for derivation of Fresnel's law for complex
refractive indices exist. It is not the intent of this section to derive another variation but
rather to show how the present analysis is appUed in detemiining the absorption
coefficient and transition moment direction of various vibrations for molecules at the
interface. Transmission data at normal incidence from the material in isotropic fomi is
necessary as an initial estimate in calculation of the optical constants n and k. This can be
expressed by
I
j-=exp(-47uvkd).
(5.30)
where lo is the incident intensity, I is the transmitted intensity with the absorbing material
present, v is the frequency, d is the linear optical path through the pellet, and k is the
absorption coefficient when sample concentration in the pellet is considered. The
complex refractive index of the jth layer of an absorbing material is defined as:
fij (V) = nj (V) + i kj (V),
(5.31)
The fundamental relationship between n and k is given by the Kramers-Kronig
relationship
, ,
2 rk(v)v
0 v--vj
(5.32)
where n (v) and k (v) are the frequency dependent real and imaginary components of the
complex refractive index, respectively
. noo is the refractive index at infinite frequency
(1.65). These optical coefficients are then utilized to simulate reflection data for the
geometry used in the experiment. In this study, equation 5.32 can only be approximated
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due to ,he finite frequency range of measurement. The transm.ss.on data of an isotropic
sample serves as the initial estimate to compute the refractton index. A new spectra is
then calculated and compared with experiments. This process is retterated until a match is
obtained for calculation and experiment. Upon refinement of the refraction index, both
real and imaginary, an isotropic spectra at any angle of incidence can be calculated Tlte
coordinate frame used for this calculation is shown .„ Hgure 5.2 and the flow chart of Ute
routine is described in Figure 5.6.
r
Experimental
transmission
spectrum
Calculated
transmission
spectrum
J
r
Calculated
absorption
coefficients
Kramers-Kronig
relationship used
r
Calculated index
of refraction
Calculated reflection data
Figure 5.6. Flow chart of the routine employed in the calculation of the isotropic
reflection spectra for different film thicknesses.
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The optical coefficients obtained as a function of frequency for
are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Calculated n(v) and k(v) for PMDA-ODA polyimid<
Computation of dispersion in the optical coefficients for the metaUic substrate has
been perfomied using the Drude model as described earlier.3i The complex reft-active
index in the metal is given by:
"3 = ^3 +
(5.33)
Here, the real component of the complex refractive index and the absorption coefficient
are given as
(5.34)
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(5.35)
constant respectively. Frequency dependencies are shown in equations 5.36 and 5.37
(5.36)
(5.37)
where is the damping frequency, Op is the plasma frequency of the substrate, and is
the dielectric constant at infinite frequency. For gold, these constants are: = 216 cm-l,
cOp = 72,500 cm-i, and e„o = 1.0.
5.5 Results
The infrared spectra obtained for 2 differently prepared polyimides shown in
Figure 5.8 exhibit significant differences in band frequency, width, and relative intensity.
Particular attention has been given to previously assigned localized vibrations associated
with symmetric and asymmetric C=0 stretching vibrations or skeletal bending (tangential
stretching) such as the band near 1500 cm-l. This tangential stretching vibration is
designated as mode 19a using Wilson's classification. 32 These spectroscopic features
can be attributed to different structures or orientation.
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Curing history which provides for a longer solvent residence time will produce
samples of higher degrees of crystallinity as well as reduce in-plane orientation for
PMDA-ODA polyimides. Spectroscopic and wide-angle X-ray diffraction studies of
PMDA-ODA polyimide produced with rapid curing exhibit spectroscopic features similar
to those shown above.33,34
Due to the impossibility of obtaining thin isotropic polyimide films, the
transmission spectrum obtained for the polyimide powder mixed with KBr was chosen to
simulate the reflection spectrum for specific thicknesses on gold. It is emphasized that the
simulated reflection spectrum used for comparison, i.e. that based on polyimide powder,
represents a sample of higher degree of crystallinity than expected for a thin film. Thin
films possess non-crystalline domains as high as 85 %. These regions are not designated
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as amorphous as a "smectic-like" liquid cx^staU.e order . present due to the rigid nature
of these chains.35 ^.ennal annealing is known to remove conformational defects while
increasmg the degree of ciystallinity and crystalUte size. Tkc obvious differences
observed for the simulated and experimental spectra can then be used for analysis of
degree of order in thin polyimide films prepared on gold substrate.
To provide greater accuracy in the calculation of the orientation angle from these
spectra, it is important to utilize the non-crystaUine or higher frequency component of the
asymmetric C=0 stretching vibration. Coirection of peak intensities is necessary to
account for population differences arising from changes in crystalline content between
powder and film samples. Utilizing X-ray diffraction methods, a 65% crystalline content
was computed for the powder and 10% assumed for the films.
5.5.1 Orientarion Analv«;i\
The symmetric and asymmetric stretching and out of plane bending vibrations of
the C=0's are those most convenient for use in characterization of segmental orientational
distribution, Figure 5.9. Deviations from an idealized planar zigzag conformation will
occur due to flexibility of the ether linkage. Mi and M2 represent transition moments
associated with the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations, respectively. Mj has
been determined to be mainly along the chain axis and M2 in the plane of the imide
ring.9.10 Chain orientation with respect to the substrate's surface normal can be
computed using the polarization measured for Mj. Similarly, the PMDA ring tilt can be
obtained by analyzing the average direction of M2 in the film. The transition dipole
moment designated as M3 is the C-N-C out-ofplane bending which appears at 725 cm-l.
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The other mode which can be analyzed is the para-substituted phenyl ring CH out-of-
plane vibration at 825 cm-1. An alternative method for
anisotropy is provided in Appendix C.
samples with higher dimensional
cm"^ is more
le
The experimental and calculated infrared spectra ofPMDA-ODA polyimide films
of various thicknesses are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.1 1. Differences observed in the
2 sets of spectra result from the effects of orientation and crystaUinity. The lower
frequency component of the C=0 stretching vibration has considerable intensity in the
simulated spectra. In contrast, the higher frequency component at 1738 -l
prominent in the measured spectra. The C=0 stretching vibrations in polyimid.
consistently exhibit multiple components which are less obvious in the adsorbed film but
quite clear in the highly crystalline samples. The high frequency component is assigned
to the disordered phase.34,36 changes in chain conformation affect chain conjugation and
thus the intensity and frequency of various observed vibrations. For example, when
crystalHzation occurs, the C=0 stretching mode decreases by as much as 8 cm'l from
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1725 c...
,0 ,717 c™-.
.
T.is frequency change is assigned
.o ,he increase in chain
conjugation in *e ordered state. PoIyi™ide chains exist in a planar form 27.28,37
highly ordered state.
In
.eflection spectra obtained for an adlayer on metal, the components of
vtbrations aligned paraUel to the substrate surface have a lower intensity than those
petpendicular to the substrate. As stated previously, the bounds conditions are such
that for this system only those vibradons having a component parallel to the plane normal
wUl be observed. Due to the high in-plane orientadon of the polyimide chains, bands
such as the tangential phenyl stretching at 1505 cm-, possess a much lower intensity than
that of the asymmetric carbonyl stretch.
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The second moment of the orientation distribution function of the chain and imide
rings are plotted in Figure 5.12. Data in this figure suggest that imide rings orient
preferentially flat on the substrate. The average angle measured for the transition
moment. M2. is approximately 76° (measured relative to surface normal) for extremely
thin films. It is clear that these rings disorient as a function of film thickness. This angle
decreases to a value of 56° for thicker films. Values of f = 1 .0 and f = -0.5 correspond
to perfect parallel and perpendicular alignment with the surface normal. A value of f = 0
is indicative of random orientation of the transition moment direction with respect to the
surface normal. For thin films, orientation of chain segments is very high with a value
near
-0.45. The degree of segmental orientation also decreases as a function of film
thickness. A constant value of f = -0.28 was obtained for the chain axis direction for
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mm
.hiOcn^s grater than 150 A. For U,ese fitas. in.de rings no longer maintain any
one„.at,on. T^ese obse.a.ions agree we., with va.ues derived from ou. of p.ane bend.ng
vibrations (M3). A va.ue of f = -0.24 was ca.cu.a.ed wi.h wide ang.e X-ray diffraction
for thermally cured spin coated PMDA-ODA fllm« 3 e,„^-uj^ yjUA tii s.^ Studies on films with thickness >25
^m suggest that structura. anisotropy is present even at vaiues which approach bulk.
Optical anisotropy has been shown to be nearly independent of film thickness for PMDA-
PDA films in the range of 0.5 to 4 ^n,.6 taponantly. our measurements are averaged
values for each film. Features observed for thick fihns contau, feamres observed for thin
films,
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Electron diffraction patterns of polyimide films at different tilt angles were
Obtained to conf™ the anisotropy observed using vibrational spec^oscopy. A. nonnal
incidence, the diffracted intensity is a ring, Figure 5.13. As the film is tUted with respect
to the mctdent radiation propagation direction, a pattern (Figure 5. 14) characteristic of
molecular anison-opy emerges. TTie intensity of intetplanar spacing ( d = 4.3 A ) are
concentrated along the equator as shown in Figure 5.14.38 i„ addition to the aniso^opic
feantres observed, diffraction patterns of the fihn also indicate a lower dimensional order
when compared to that found in the powder samples. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show some
of these polyimide films.
It has previously been suggested that for polyamic acid on unreactive metals such
as gold, titanium and aluminum, ti,e aryl ether tings are oriented nearly parallel to the
metal surface with interconnecting amic acid or ester rings petpendicular to the surface.39
In the vicinity of the substi-ate, this arrangement does not change with thermal
imidization. Our results are consistent wid, the suggestion that an interfacial region with a
thickness of 150 A exists between the bulk polyimide and an weakly interacting substrate.
This disordered interface can be considerably thicker if stix>ng chemical interaction occurs
between coating and substrate. This has been observed for polyimides on reactive
substrates such as copper where its precipitates diffuse as far as 500 A into the PMDA-
ODA coating.''"
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Figure 5 13. Electron diffraction patterns obtained for the 1 15 A thick PMDA-ODA film
Incident beam at right angles.
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rSilm' diffraction patterns obtained for the 1 15 A thick PMDA-ODA film.
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Figure 5.15. Transmission electron micrographs of PMDA-ODA polyimide films as
floated from gold substrates. Curled pieces next to grid.
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Figure 5.16. Transmission electron micrographs ofPMDA-ODA polyimide films as
floated from gold substrates. Wrinkled film.
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As cannoned above, in ,he observed spectra the lower frequency ou,.of-phase
component (1717 c™-.) assignable ,o ordered regions is seen only as a shoulder of the
higher frequency band. ,t is to be noted that for the tnmst^ssion and therefore the
stmulated spectrutn, the lower frequency band has a higher intensity than the cotnponent
located at 1737 cnrl. Tlte relattvely strong ^tensity of this disorder band observed for
tlun films suggests pertarbative effects of the substrate on packing efficiency. There is
HtUe question that stt^ctures of low order e«st for thin fihns. Evidence of decease in
order can also be found in the 1200-1000 cm-> region ( Figures 5.17 and 5.18 ) The
intensity of the 1 1 17 cm-, vibration decreases with a decrease in film thickness. T,.
intensity of this band increases for samples of increasing order. With the combination of
infrared and X-ray diffraction analysis, one can conclude that the intensity of this
vibration is ex^emely sensitive to the degree of order in polyimides. The mode observed
at 11 17 cm-1 involves imide ring distortion and defomration of the carbon-nitrogen
bond. 10 For annealed samples with little smictural disorder, the 1 1 17 cm-1 band is vety
intense.
Grazing angle X-ray scattering ofPMDA-ODA polyimide reveals that the degree
of ciystaUine order is higher within 70 A from the air/polymer interface.41,42 por a 400
A film, this crystalUne-like layer was present at the free surface of the film but undetected
near the polymer/substrate interface. The development of a crystaUine-like structure is
sensitive to curing conditions.
In this study, more densely packed or more ordered packing can also be revealed
by frequency shifts observed for the 1117, 1240, 1374, 1735, and 1775 cm-1 vibrations.
These changes are summarized in Figure 5.19. As mentioned earlier, a number of
spectroscopic studies suggest that vibrational frequency is sensitive to changes in chain
conformation. Frequency shifts in PMDA-ODA polyimides have been discussed
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previously.34 frequency shifts can be as large as ,3 en,-, between the CN modes of
crystalline and non-ctystalUne samples. Similarly, the asymmetric COC stretching
showed increases of 5 cm-.. Frequency shtfts usually accompany crystallization or
changes in chain conjugation. Data suggest that irtcreases in chain conjugation occur in
thicker fflms. Chain packing order can be concluded to be lower in thinner films. This
effect should not be confused with frequency shifts due to optical effects which may arise
in going from transmission to reflection modes.
In any event, abrupt transitions from an interface layer to the bulk may lead to
increases in the likelihood of cohesive failure. As shown here, films thicker than 150 A
exhibit more efficient average packing but random imide-ring plane orientation. In our
particular case, adhesive weakness may arise not only from less efficient packing and
different ring unit tilt but also from weaker chemical interaction with substrate.
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5.6 Conclysmn^
Calculations based on the intensity of simulated and experimental out-of-phase
and tn-phase C-O stretcWng have provided results describing orientation of the imide
nng plane with respect to the surface normal respectivel. These results show that the tUt
ofPMDA ring untts and the chain axts exhibit preferential orientation for films thinner
than 150 A. This strucntral anisotropy decreases rapidly as a function of increasing fUm
thtckness. However, the chain axis direction maintains a constant value of f =
-O 28
even for thick films, indicating that a good degree of aniso^opy extsts at all times
Electron diffraction film tUting experiments have confimted the molecular orientation
observed by spectroscopy.
Films thinner than 150 A were found to exhibit lower packing efficiency,
evidenced by tite decrease in ti,e transverse CNC stietch (1 1 17 cm".) for titinner films.
Better packing would induce a higher degree of ring coplanarity, which, in turn, would
increase conjugation. Frequency shifts would then be obset^ed as a function of coating
thickness for differing packing efficiencies. Indeed, frequency shifts were observed
below 150 A but constant frequency values were attained for tfticker films. The work
described here presents tite possibility that different chain conformations and/or various
degrees of packing exist near the polymer/hard wall interface for PMDA-ODA
polyimides.
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CHAPTER 6
cob™„s
„„^.,.„„,
„„™r»
SIMULATION
6.1 Intro(^^|rpnn
This chapter describes the calcnlarir^n r.f •
HHA . • "^'"^''°"°^^^^°^«P^c elastic constants for PMDA-OD polynnide and its thennal expansion coefficients. Molecular mech •
.
.
'""^o^ecular hanics was mainly
^..e.
.0_ .e 3.c..es .a u., ee,.
.e *e,.. e.c.a.o„
.
..c con^an. Mo.ecu,.
.,„a™ics was .e. ,o a.e™i„e
.en^a,e«„
coeacen.
-e fo.e
„,U.e. fo. .e
^^^^
Of these e,as.c constants and expansion coefficients „ fini. ele.enc methods
.e *e
subject of chapter 7.
6-2 teeniztimofMethodoli inTh(
^•^•^ Principal nigtinction.; Amr^n jmyil^tion MefhodolofT,>. .nH Ti^eir AnnlirpH^n,
Molecular Mechanics: An initial molecular geometiy is needed as an input. The
atomic coordinates are displaced in the direction required for energy minimization.
Energy minimization procedures such as Fletcher-Powell or the conjugate gradient
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initial positions and velocities is needed as
methods were alternatively utilized. Molecular Dvn. • u-
.
e. p^oceeas
.ep„.e„ ,
~. Mo.eC.,oS..u>a.o„s..
*ese a. pa„.uM.
...
.e
.....on o.
a.on,Ho. 3,s.. eo„r.,u.ao„s. He. a sequence ofco„r«„.
,
~e n.„do. displacement which derive, in a
.ouiene-whee, fashion, fro.
rando..nu.^.„o.. Bu. in orde.
.o
.i.u,a.e an aciuai *e™od« ,.e. i.aigon^y a^anged so *a, the probability ofconf»ns appearing in the
sequence is weighed by the Boltzinann factor.
a
is
^•2.2 Force Fi>1H n^c.^p^^^n
A Force Field is a set of expressions whtch allows for an evaluation of the fot^es
m all particles of an n-body systetr, by supetposition of temts which can describe the
energy of a molecule set into a particular geometry. It is an approximation, an exact
descnption of the system can be obtained by "ab-initio" calculations which involve solv.ng
Schrodtnger's equation for the electronic wave functions for each geometry. The
contributions to the total potential energy of the system are then:
©lolal = ©bonded + ©non-bonded.
,^ ,
,
(O.I)
©bonded = ®b + ©e + ©$ ! ©j,
©non-bonded = ©vdW + ©el + ©hh,
(0.3)
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and
.„ve..„.
..e .e^s
. .e „o„.^„aed e„e,, exp...o„ co.e,o„d
.o
con..u,o„s fro. van a. Waals fo.es, e,ec„ fo.. and
...ogen ^„.n,
Tl^e n,o,ecu,a.
..u,a..on
.ech„i<,ue has ^e„ generalised trough co.p„,er codes
wuh force fields capable of calculating *e energ, and force re<,u^™en. for many
.o.ecu..s.s».s.O„eof.esefo.efiel<ls.scalled..,-^^^^^
ysrar- 2.2 and 3.0, *e molecular simula.io„ paclcage *a, was employed » preCic,
the geometrical parameters and possible conformations of macromolecules.
In Dremg hybridization considemions dominate force constants and
geometrical parameters. This is contrary to other force-fields where a particular
combination of atoms prescribes them. TTe Dreiding force field utilizes a superposition
of the bonded and non-bonded interactions in minimtzing the potendal energy of an
arbttr.O' molecular geometty. Tl,e bonded interactions can be of the two-body type
whtch is the case for bond stretching; three-body type, for bond angle bending; four-body
type, m the case of dthedral angle torsion and inversion tenns. Ute non-bonded
interactions are partitioned into: van der Waals or dispersion, electrostatic, and hydrogen
bonding. n,e system also has the capability of fitting charges to the structure by the
method of Gasteiger 2, where the charges can be equiUbrated and distributed at ease.
But, the creators of the potential do acknowledge that a better method for charge
assignment in large molecules is needed.
The molecular interaction of bond stretching in Dreiding can be described using a
simple harmonic oscillator,
U = 0.5 ke (R - Re)2
(6.4)
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or as a Morse Punc.on, which includes anha^onici,,, if a refined ,eo.e^
Its approximation.
U = De [e-(aR-Re).ij2
(6.5)
where. U is energy and De .s the finite bond rupture energy near R. which is the
equilibrium bond radius. T.. force constant and the Morse scale parameters are defined
below,
a =
*-e
2a
(6.6)
(6.7)
The contribution from three-body angle bends is of the ham^onic cosine fom.:
UijK = 0.5 QjK [cos GijK - cos ej0]2
(6.8)
where Buk is the angle between bonds U and JK, OjO is an equilibrium angle obtained
from standard reference structures and Cuk is defined below.
MJK —
(sine°)
(6.9)
Torsion is the contribution from the four body interaction as follows:
UiJKL = 0.5 VjK { 1 - cos [njK ((}) - (})jkO)] } j
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where
<> ,s the dihedral angle between the UK and nrt ,
is th. en
JKL planes, n« is the periodicity, ^^0
" "l-'libnum angle (the torsion energy is zero at the en vu
barter ,o rotation.
"""""""
"'^''^
^« *^
V^^-Waalsinteractionsaredeserihedhy
theuonard-^ones 1.. potential anda *ree pat^eter version that provides a hetter appro.^a.on for shor.-r.ge
interactions
Uvdw (U) = A R-12 - B R-6
Uvdw (X6) = A e-CR . b R-6
(6.11)
(6.12)
Hydrogen bonding is given by the Leonard-Jones 12-10 potential:
Uhb = t5 (Rht>mDA)'2 - 6 (Rht>/RDA)10] cos4 (v^ha) 13.
Where y^fU is the bond angle between hydrogen donor (D) and the hydrogen (H) and
.he hydrogen acceptor (A). Dh, and R,, are values which depend on the convention for
charge assignment. Electrostatic interactions are given by:
Uq = (322.0637) Qi Qj/e R,:
(6.14)
here Q andQ are tiie charges, e is tiie dielectiic constant (usually equal to one) and die
front factor converts units into kcaVmol. More options, besides the ones cited above are
provided now by Polygrafr^ and tiie force field can also be chosen among Dreidins
AMBER, MM2, MMP2 and CHARMM to suit a panicular case.
The energy minimizations were carried out with the molecular mechanics
metiiodology of Fletcher and Powell. 3 system provides other options such as
versions of a conjugate-gradient method and tfie method of steepest descents. TTie
direction of the energy surface descent as prescribed by the force field should be followed
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by the shift of atomic coordinatPQ
TT>e Fletcher Pn „
-° ^"-ed ou, efficienUy.
cher-PoweU
„,e*od provides rap.d convergence near a possible eouU.bribu. care needs to be talcen ,o ensure
.hat a eloba, •
^ """"""^ been reached. Bycontrast, the steepest descent method is best wher.w ,
i,
not anticipated sinceIt converges very slowly in these rerinn. tu •
^ ,
^""'^
™"'^°"J"g'«^g>^dient methodology may alsotrap the molecule in a local minima. Besides the infn
second derivatives as to whether or not
'^"^"^
bepositivedr • °.
"ed, the F matrix Should
be at a hilltop tf more than one eigenvalue is negative."
Verification of the minimized unit cell st^cture ofPMDA-ODA polyimide was
presented in chapter 4.
Stres.s-Stri^in A/T^thrd
Elastic constants are obtained by the application of either a s^ain or stress to an
equilibrium stnicr^re, then cany out the energy minimization with s^ess on. How
individual bonds, valence angles and torsional angles defom, when the sample
experiences a strain, Al, is indicated by equation 6.15.5
1 J k ^
(6.15)
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icngtn,
(f), IS the valence anele and t , .gi , is the angle of rotation about the bonds.
The necessary to defonn these parameters can th.n
energy
,
u.
''^''''"^
^ ''""^ P^^^"^^^
51 a9 91 a7 ar
(6.16)
and finally the modulus of elasticity can be
E =
computed by,
I)
Al
1
(6.17)
where A is the cross-sectional area of a single chain.
TTis method can be found as one of the optional tnodules provided by Polygraf^
S.Oorhtgher. The natne of the module is £/«.«c.. Using a nunh^^ed unit ceU, this
module computes its energy based on equation 6. 18, where Uo is the equilibrium energy
and e >s the strain. The program then uses the second derivative term
, dV2/Be,d,^ which
is udlized to calculate the components of the stiffness and comphance mauices (equations
6.19 and 6.20, respectively).
U = Uo + y ill e -f- i V
(6.18)
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(6.19)
and
s = c-i
(6.20)
in .he z direcUon for example,
.he rela.onship of *e
.odu.us Us ccesponcUn,
ccpUance coefficient is given in equation 6.21 below. Other
.e.ationships we.e
descnbed in chapter 2.
z 3,3
(6.21)
6-3 Calculated Con.stanfQ
Table 6.
1
presents a summaiy of the constants. As mentioned above, two
different methods were utilized for calculation of these constants, the stress-strain method
and the second derivative method. The first was based on s^ess-strain data generated by
defonmng the unit ceU in a given direction followed by subsequent energy m:mm:zation.
The other was based on the second derivative of the potential energy of the minimized
periodically bound structure. The bulk modulus was calculated by minimizations of
hydrostatic pressure increments on the unit cell.
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Table 6.1. Simulated elastic constants,
Calculated by method #1:
Ez = 41.53 GPa
Ey= 6.36 GPa
Ex = 13.55 GPa
Gxy = 2.01 GPa
Gyz = 4.19 GPa
Gxz = 2.86 GPa
K= 13.60 GPa
Vyx = 0.25
Vyz = 0.26
Vxz = 0.22
Vxy = 0.39
Vzy = 0.69
Vzx = 0.62
Calculated by method #2:
Ez = 39.50 GPa
Ey= 8.22 GPa
Ex = 14.90 GPa
Gxy = 1.58 GPa
Gyz = 4.39 GPa
Gxz = 2.63 GPa
K= 11.50 GPa
Vyx = 0.26
Vyz = 0.18
Vxz = 0.17
Vxy = 0.47
Vzy = 0.85
Vzx = 0.45
In table 6. 1
,
x corresponds to the a-direction of the unit cell and y to the b-
direction. The Canesian directions are shown in Figure 6.1. The Poisson's ratios
obtained by the second method should follow the equation 6.22. This relationship must
be followed for proper representation of orthotropic properties. Tl.is equation may not
hold exactly for the results of method one due to the presence of error arising from
individual deformation measurements.
E. - Ej
(6.22)
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pSI; ^y^'^" ^^tions in PMDA-ODA
Due to the inhomogeneity of real polymer specimens, it is difficult to measure
.hese ideal elastic constants directly. Even in the best case, amotphous regions stUl exist.
Presumably chains in these regions will defom, more readily when stress is applied.
Methodologies to obmin these elastic constants in film geometries has been suggested by
Maden.6 m-piane and out of plane elastic properties of Kapton films have been measured
recendy by Brillouin scattering and mechanical techniques.' The values reported in this
reference are listed below:
Bulk Modulus (GPa): 5.8 ± 0 1
In-plane Elastic Modulus (GPa): 3.5 ± 1 .0
Out-of-plane Elastic Modulus (GPa): 1 .6 ± 0.8
In-plane Shear Modulus (GPa): 1.57 ± o.03
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Out-of-Plane Shear Modulus (GPa): 1 .2 ± 0.2
Biaxial Elastic Modulus (GPa): 4.0 ± 2 0
L^w frequency Raman spectroscopy measurements can yield the modulus of the
crystal in the axial direction. Problems with fluorescence made this measurement
.^possible with current set-up at the laboratoty site. Our calculattons indicated that the
longitudinal acoustic mode frequency could have been observed near 7 cm-l.
As shown tn table 6. 1. the modulus in the chain direction was computed to be
41.5 GPa with the stress-strain method and 39.5 GPa with the second derivative method
PMDA/4,4'-ODA polymnde molecules pack into a planar zig.g. The lower value of its
theoretical axial modulus is believed to due largely to the influence of the valence angle
of the ether oxygen. The value calculated with the method of Treloar was 18 GPa.8.9
TreWs method illustrates the influence of valence angles in the calculation of crystal
modulus based on force constants. Values of 23 GPa have been reported for hot drawn
PMDA/3,4'-ODA..O This isomer develops more crystallinity in fihns; consequently its
modulus in the undrawn state differs from that of the para-isomer.
As mentioned earlier, in-plane molecular orientation develops in polyimide films
during processing. This implies that in order to obtain a better estimation of the modulus
in the plane of the film from simulation results, one has to average the modulus in the
axial direction with one or the average of the two B-ansverse moduli.
Figure 6.2 shows the stress-strain plot generated with molecular simulations of
tension and compression of a PMDA-ODA polyimide unit cell. These measurements
were made by assuming a new value of the unit cell (c-direction in this case) to provide a
given increase in strain; the unit cell was then minimized.
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Figure 6.2. Data utilized for the calculation of the elastic modulus in the z-direction,
Rgure 6.3 shows ,he data utilized in the computation of the modulus for the non-
axtal directions. The modulus m the a-direction. ,3.55 Gpa. was larger than that for the
b-dtrection of the unit cell, 6.36 GPa. A higher van der Waals energy contribution (3. 1%
higher) was noted for the a-direcuon as compared to the b-direction a. the same level of
strain in each direction (1%). TT,e nature of these intentctions was explored in chapter 4.
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Figure 6.3. Transverse response to deformations (yy,XX) in PMDA-ODA polyimides,
Thermal F.ypansion Pn^ffi^i^nt-;
Thermal expansion behavior of PMDA-ODA polyimides was investigated by
constant-temperature constant-pressure canonical dynamics. The time step for the
calculations was 0.001 picoseconds and the number of steps chosen was 16,400. A well
minimized unit cell was utilized for the start of eveiy calculation. Periodic boundary
conditions were not removed for dynamics runs. Fluctuations on the unit cell dimensions
are shown for 16.4 picoseconds in Figures 6.4-6.6. It was decided that the last 10,000
steps would be used in the computation of the expansion of the unit cell as a function of
temperature.
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niennal expansion coefficients were calculated by assuming linearity over a
range of 0-500 K. As shown above, data for the fittings was obtained with isothennal
constant-pressure canonical dynamics. Linearity over such a large ntnge of temperatures
may not be realistic for a polymeric material. The raw data is shown in Figure 6.7 in
which one can indeed observe that the data is not linear. But if die assumption of linearity
is made, the following expansion coefficients are calculated:
108.5 PPM/K in the y-direction (b direction of unit cell) R = 0.95
- 1 7.60 PPM/K in the x-direction (a direction of unit cell) R = 0.97
1 8.56 PPM/K along the z-direction (Chain axis direction) R = 0.99
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Figure 6.7. Tl.en.al expansion of the unit cell dimensions of PMDA-ODA polyim.de.
iin
comes
As is well known, these values should be considerably smaller along ,he chain
axis than in lateral directions. This is especially true when dealing with trans-
conngurations or rigid rod molecules. In a film where the molecules are in-plane
oriented, a larger expansion should be realized in the direction with weaker intem,olecular
forces as opposed to that given by covalent tending in the axial direcrion. It is uncena
as to whether or not the negative sign in the expansion coefficient in the x-direction
from the en«r involved in the method of calculation or energy minimization. It is likely
be a product of an increase in the valence angle of the ether oxygen
.
expansion in the c-
direction. and the relaxation of steric hindrance due to ring motion and re-stacking
produced by the large increase in the expansion in the y-dii^ction. The low elastic
modulus and high expansion coefficient in the y-direction or b axis of the unit cell implied
less intermolecular interaction.
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550K.
Coeff.c.en.ofthe™a,expa„sio„fortheout-of-p,a„e(83PPMAO
H Hplane r20PPM/ir\^- .
^ ^^WK) and the inP (20 M/K) d^^on. Have beenco„ fo. PMDA-ODA
„o„i,o.„g *ec Pa..nceo..eru.asa.„e.onone„e..
PVT.eas„Have:l
ue. o 3 PPM. .e o.o.,a„e
.e™. e.a„.. J^^^^
PPM/K
^
*e d^ecno. pa^e, andpe«3. » *e cHa„ ax.„y i„ *e
Ree ana co-wo.e. n
,ives an ave.ge of 40.2 PPM/K PMDA/4,..0DApo«
.n the range between 80 and 400 K. Similar values 42 PPMnc^-^ /K, were obtained by
Jennings,l8 for themially cured PMDA/4 4'-ODA in ,1,,
.
' "'^ ™ge between 300 and 600 K
Chet^cal cure brought tbese value down to 35 PPM/K. Thet^al expansion decreased
^
longer nn. to obtain a higher degree of ctystalline order. thermal expansion
coefficients for these films averaged from 5 to 10 PPM«.
TT>erefo.e, an increase in the degree of crystallinity in these films decreases the
thermal expansion coefficient in the plane. ,t ,s uncenain how does it affect the ou,-of-
P.ane expansion coefficient. Nevertheless, ,f one assumes that the out-of-plane direction
ts the y-direction in our unit cell, one can then average the expansion coefficients in the
other two directions. TT,e average value is 1 PPM/K, which is as expected even below
those of high degree of ctystallinity. As repotted in chapter 4. the degree of ct^stallinity
obtained wuh the polyimide powder samples was
-65%. This is probably as high as one
could ever attain in the bulk with these type of materials. Due to solvent evaporation
effects it may be reasonable to expect that a confomiation resembling the y-direction
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wou d be po.„.„g ou.w.as
.o™
.He plane of *e rUn,. ^e
....Men., of U,e
.
.He d..ecno„ of so.ven. evapc.on has been expeH^en..., co™bon..ed in pollers
w.* large a.o.a,ic units.. Oood
with U..a,ure values, shown in .ah,e 6 2
^
also a good
.ason ,o believe that 4e assumptions made above hold.
Figure 6.8 shows a plot of the cell voin,T,«y ui r m volume expansion as a function of
.empen.... T.e ori^n of ,he abn.p. increase in expansion deno.ed b, ,he da. points a.
600 K and 700 K is no. readil, apparent a. .His Juncure. AUHough, an abrup, incase in
the out-of-plane
.He^al expansion was reported at the same range of temperatures for
BPDA-PDA polyimide r.lm.n ™, ^tud. attributed the increase to the glass transition
temperature which occurred at 595 K.
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Table 6.2. Comparison with reported values for thermal
In-Plane
(PPM/K)
1
28
20
9
Out-of-Plane
(PPM/K)
109
113
83
110
111
Material Temp. Range
K
expansion coefficients
Method
PMDA-ODA 0-500
PMDA-ODA
PMDA-ODA
BTDA/DAPI
300-700
300-400
300-600
PE crystals 100-300
Reference
Simulation This study
PVT
Capacitance
Interferometry
X-ray
1
2
3
1: reference 15.
2: reference 14.
3: reference 20.
4: reference 16.
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6-5 Concll]«;inng
A full set Of elastic constants suitable for usage in n^echanica, modeling of these
matenals has been provided. The magnitude of the a.ia. modulus of PMDA/4 4.0DA
P0lyitn.de appears to be c.ose.y reiated to the inHuence of its ether ox.gen Hni^age
Antsotropic them,a> expans.on data can be generated with constant-pressure isother^a.
canonical dynamics. The average ther^a, expansion behavior correlates well with
expenmental data over simUar temperature ranges.
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CHAPTER?
STRESS ANALYSIS OF PLANAR GEOMETRIES
7.1 JntrodiKptinn
As explamed in Chapter 2. stress transfer takes place mostly near fiber ends or
near the edges of coatings. Finite element analysis was utilised to study the phenomena at
the constrained edge of a polymeric coating n, a manner similar to one used in the fiber
case. Axisy,„n,etricp,ane.2D elements were used for this analysis. Coating anisotropy
.s considered here by using an approptlate set of elasttc constants. Lese elastic constants
are a scaled subset of those obtained with computer simulation methods. Preferential
molecular orientation ir, these films was taken into account when scaling these constants
As explained previously, preferential orientation in PMBA-ODA arises during the
manufacturing of films.
Away fi-om the edges, a consd-ained coating can be assessed only in terms of two
dimensions. In this case, state-of-plane stress holds for a stress analysis of the most
common case of a thin fib. adhered to a much thicker substrate. Effect of constraints on
stress development in coatings can be simplified by observing plane stress conditions.
These simplifications yield the stress-strain relations shown below for consfrained films
in Cartesian coordinates.
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One dimensional constraint:
d<^xx = -EadT
(7.1)
Biaxial constraint:
dc^xx = dayy =
-EadT/(l-v)
(7.2)
Specifically for a coating:
d<x = dajy = E'=(a''-a'=)dT/(l-v'=)
(7.3)
where E^ t^» tC EC
Forequanons 7.1-7.3, a„ and c„ are i„-p,a„e stresses that have ,he same
magnuude due .o .he assumption of isotropy in the plane, = 0 for the cases g.ven
above.
I. can be readily seen from Equation 7.3 tha, the residual or in-plane s«ss will be
strongly innuenced by the resulting film moduli as weU as the mismatch in the thermal
expansion coefficients between the coating and its substrate.'
Stress level depends on the nature of the constraints in these films.2 For example
.he stress can increase frotn 9 to 14 MPa by incasing the dimensionality to a biaxial
level, and further beyond these levels if d,e sample was volumertcally constrained.
These numbers are for a PMDA-ODA polyimide film with a tensile modulus of 3 GPa. a
Poisson-s ratio of 0.34, a temperature change of
-100 °C, and thermal expansion
coefficients of 30 and 5 ppm/K for coating and substrate, respectively.
The equations shown above do not describe edge effects. Thus, they only
describe the state of stress of the film away from edges. These far-field stresses do not
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ac.
»
ae^na
.He coa,., o..o.p.„e
...s a„a i„,,a„e shea.
..esses a.e on.
Significant at the edges.
^
~ and engineer...
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^e.« was conside^e. S.ne, a. .He or.His cen.n... Po. S.oneys s.ud,
and
.OS. subsequen. work on .He s.esses developed by coa.i„gs o. bi.a.er s.rips
.so.opic propenies were always assun,ed.3..0 Due
.0 .Heir i„dus.rial importance
'
:.s.dua, s^esses developed
.n polymeric coa.i„gs Have aiso been s.udied n..5
s«sses in poiyimide coa.ngs specifically Have already been d,e subjec. of several wor.s.
WHen iso.opy is assumed, S.. Venan.'s principle is fully applicable. pordon
of U,e Principle applicable
.0 si.uadon pertains
.0 .He Hon,ogenei.y of d,e body and
has been s..ed as follows:..
.'A self-balanced sys.en, of forces applied
.0 a small region
of a Homogeneous elas.ic body is ord.narily res.s.ed principaUy by d,e ma.erial in *e
and becoming negl.g.ble a. dis.ances large compared ,0 .he dimensions of *e region"
The ra.e of s«ss decay for an anisotfopic ma.erial is expec.ed
.0 be differen. Aan to
predicted by assuming isod-opic condi.ions.
THis chapter presems
.He evalua.ion of die effects of anison-opy on .he sness
ttansfer process that occurs a. .He edges of Ae coa.ing. Elasdc consmn.s f«,m molecular
simulation are utilized
.0 supplement those constants already known for anisotropic
polyimide films.
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Calciibrionpf-yfirnmlly
T j
-Boun<
'^-^-ationsshownbelowa.efo.a.^echangeof-.OOK.
Resuics
^on, finue e,en,e„. ana.y.s a.co„
,0. ob..ed ana„,ca. sCu.ions.
For euher case, iscopic or no,, i. „as observed
ou.-of-p.ane s.esses and shea,
stresses were s.gnifican, a, ,He edges of ,He coa:i„, T.ese s.esses, whieh a. on the
order of a few
.egapascals. decay within a few fiin,
,hiek„esses away fron, *e edge of
the film.
The finite element procedure is vety similar to that utihzed in chapter 2
Axisymmenic plane-2D elements were utiUzed to probe the stresses generated in the
coattng.
-nte analyzed geometry, the boundary conditions and the loading are shown in
Figure 7.1 below.
n>e rado of the radius of the substrate with respect to its thickness was 100
-^e
ratio of the thiclcness of the substrate to the coadng, which covered the top sutface of the
substrate, was also 100. The total numter of elements utilized in the model was 1500
and the totalnumberof nodal points was 1581. A perfect bond between the coating and
its substrate was assumed. The boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 7.1. indicate a
zero shear and nom^al sti-ess at the top surface and die free edge. Tlte origin was pinned
to avoid rigid body displacement.
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OC coating > a substrate
T = Reference AT =
-100K
TTie boundaiy conditions shown in 7.1 were checked on the top surface and edge
of the coating. Th. isod-opic finite element analysis for these regions are shown in
Figures 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. In the first of these figures it is clear that there are no
significant contributions of shear or out-of-plane stresses. The in-plane stress remains
constant throughout the entire radius of the coating, except of course at the edges, and
yields approximately the same far-field value as equation 7.3, 1 1.5-1 1.8 MPa. Figure
7.3 shows the stresses across the thickness of the substrate at the very edge of the
coating. Shear and out-of-plane stresses decay rapidly from the coating/substrate
interface.
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i^MDA-ODA polyimide coating on a glass
-n.. side coiresponduig to the center of symmetiy of the body of revolution was
that there are no anomalies at the center of symn.e^. Shear and out-of-plane stresses a:
virtually non-existent and the in-plane stress displays its far-field value.
The Hooke's law equations for this special case of an onho^opic body, planar
anisotropic material witii axially symmetric geometiy, are shown below.n The
z-direction is the out-of-plane direction and the r and 9 directions are those denoting the
plane of the coating :
- g (a, - V Ge) - ^
(7.4)
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constants for the symmeto- specified above.
-n-e set Of elasdc and the^o-physica, constant utilized for the fuUy isotypic andanisotropic cases are listed below.
Polyimide coating:
Er
= 3GPa v. = o.24 G,. = 0.,5GPa a,= 30pp„VK
Ee = 3GPa v^ = o.44 G^ = 0.26GPa ae= 30pp„VK
Ez = 0.72GPa v,e = 0.24 G.e = 0..5GPa a, = „Opp^
Glass substrate:
E = I20GPa
^^
ot = 4 ppm/K
For the isotropic case, the constants for the polyimide coating were:
' a = 30 ppm/K
The anisotropic elastic constants for PMDA-ODA obtained with simulation were
scaled according to the magnttude of those that could be detennined experimentally For
example. 3 GPa was the experimentally determined modulus in the plane, and the rado of
he axial to transverse moduli from simulation was 4.17 (41.53/([6.36+I3.55)/2)). So.
a value of 0.72 GPa was obtained for the ou,-of-pIa„e direction. If the molecules
preferentially pomt upwards, as suggested in chapter six. an alternative way of scaling in-
plane anisotropy can be carried out. However, the ratio of in-plane to ou.-of-plane
moduli has a similar magnitude as before 4.33 (([41.53+ 13.55J/2 1/6.36). In a similar
manner, an expedmentally obtained value of 0.44 was adopted for the highest Poisson
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ratios would increase sensitivity in Ae detection of
ratio. 18 Higher contrast in Poisson
any anisoti-opic effect. Poisson ratios of0 .34
ratio in the
.so.,c cl ^ "'"^^^---n
contnbuttons from l,eout-of-p.ane and shear stresses This' k
7 1 , u- .
S es. is observed from Fieure7.5, which shows results obtained witi, fini,. ,i
interface Out of ,
-^^^'^ ^' *e coating/substratei nace. - -plane and shear sD-esses an. ch„,
^ .
^""'""""'^^^^ significant magnitade at
edge. However,thera,eof decay
isinitia.,yfas.erfortheout.of,lanes.ess.Theedgei
also reaches its ful, value within 5 film thicknesses.
was suiprising to observe so littie change in the s.ess distributions between isotropic and
coating are plotted as a function of fihn ti,ickness. Anlsotropy provides a more gradual
anisotropic shear stress distributions at the ed^e nf th. . ^ ,uo n g of the coating plotted versus distance
from the coating/substrate interface.
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anisotropic stre™L'donr^f shown' '"'""^ ^'^^"^ '"-"ness. Isotropic and
THe effect that a higher in-piane modulus, or higher degree of anisotrop.. has in
to
in
^ese chstnbutions is shown i„ Pig„,e 7.7. The in-p,a„e
.odulus was changed
.o. 300 GPa in the anisotropic case. However, in order to observe the effect of an.sotrop,
.he coattng, shear stress distributions with equal far f.e.d in-plane stress need to be
con,pared. TT,e in-plane modulus is, of course, direCy proportional to the in-p,ane stress
whtch means that a large modulus will generate large stt^sses. Tk. shear stress
d.stribu,ion for the anisotropic case was then scaled to account for the change in the
magnitude of the in-plane stress, "nte shear stress dis^bution showed a slower decay
when the degree of an.sotropy was higher (Figure 7.7). It took nearly 50 thicknesses for
the shear stress to reach its far-field value.
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-Comparison with An;^1Ytin^l Q^.iinirnT
Previous attempts to analyze the effects at the ends of constrained systems have
yielded approximate solutions for isotropic stress distributions. 19-22
^^e of these
studies, it was found that the effects of the applied stress were not significant beyond
several film thicknesses away from the edges 20 The analytical solutions presented in that
study, which were based on the principle of least work, did not account for the influence
of substrate physical constants in development of stress in the coating. Furthermore, the
plots shown in the study could not be reproduced with the information presented. Efforts
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have been made to obtain stress distributions at tlie in,^,. r k-
finite element analysis.23
"""^
Finite element analysis results in th.s study for s.ess distributions near tbe edge
-mbly layers., ^ese analytical solutions were derived to determ^e
.e s.esses .„
adhestvely bonded bi-material assemblies, like those u,iH,.H ,
,
.
"'"'^^ electronic packaging. The
solutions for the stresses are verv similar fn k .^ '"^'^
'° by Timoshenko,5 except for
•he factor (e<,uation 7.13). which m^es this solu.on satisfacoty at the coating.
edge. This facoris based on an exponential decay Of the scuareroot of the radoof the
ax.a, c mph_
^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^
7.19). The direction parallel to the length of the assembly is x.
Following the convention of reference
.9. the in-plane stress of the coating at the
coating/film interface is c,(x) and that of the subs.a,e
.s c, (x). . (x) is the intetfacial
shear stress.
„ / ^ AaAT
^ / X AaAT
^ . . Aa AT ,NT (x) = e ''^'"''^k K
where,
X (x) = 1-e"''^^"''^
(7.10)
(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)
this factor approaches unity at places away from the edges of the assembly. The
assembly length is 1 (exponent) and,
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4D
h and X, are denoted as the axial compliances of the components,
h = hi + h2
hi and h2 are the thicknesses of each layer.
D = D, + D2
(7.14)
(7.15)
(7.16)
(7.17)
Di and D2 are the flexural rigidities of the components
(7.18)
E, and are the elastic moduli of the materials and v, and v^, their respecdve Poisson
ratios.
k =
= ^/i
E2 h2
K = Ki + K2
(7.19)
(7.20)
(7.21)
(7.22)
Ki and K2 are regarded as the in-plane shear compliances of the
_
2 1+Vj
~ 3 "eT^i
components.
(7.23)
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2 1+v2
3 ^2
(7.24)
E, = 120 GPa E2 = 3 GPa v, = 0.25 V2 = 0.34
AT = -100K Aa = 25ppnVK i = i u , ,
'
"1 = 1 h2 = 0.01
A comparison ofthe stress dis^bmions generated by equations 7.11 and7 12
.n-p.a„e and shear stress, respectively, are provided in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. It can be
'
obsen,ed from Figure 7.8 that the ana.ydcal solution yielded a lower value for the far-
field in-plane stress. dimensional effects are not accounted for in the analytical
solutton. as it is in a two d.mensional solution in Cartesian coord.nates. T,. validity of
.he far-field value obtained with the finite element approach was verified above with the
appropriate Hooke's law equations. TT,e same value was obtained for this stress when
the dtfference in .hennal expansion coefficients was changed from 25 ppm/K to 35
PprrVK. For the isotropic case of finite element analysis, the thennal expansion
coefficient for the glass substrate was 4 ppm« and that of PMDA-ODA was 30 ppmflC.
The thermal load was -100 K in both cases.
The solutions for the shear stress at die interface. Figure 7,9. show that the
distribution is no, matched at Ae edges. Choices of the factor x (x) or d,e geometrical
difference of die finite element model within this region may be the reason for this
difference. Photoelastic measurements on shrunl^en epoxy slabs bonded to rigid plates
have provided experimental stress distributions at the edge similar to those shown in this
chapter.24 An investigation of the influence of diermal loads on sti-ess concentrations at
the comers of microelectronic components. 25
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7-3 Conclii^ion^^
Fm„e cedent analysis, den,ons«.,ed *a, significan, conMbufons fron, the cue-
decayed rapid.y fro. the edge and the. magnitude was no
.onger significant after ,
coat,ng thicknesses away fro. the edge. The ntte of decay is tnitialiy faster within the
two coating thicknesses. TU. coating is actually being pushed or sheared away from
.he substrate is at its edges. Oniy the in-piane stress is significant away fro. the edges
I.S rate of change is fast within the ftrst 2 thicknesses and it reaches its fu,, value w.th.n 5
.hat predicted by fintte eie.ent analysis or Hooke's iaw equations. It is suspected that a
sCutton in two dimensions would not provide the same va.ue obta.ned w„h finite element
results. TT,e difference in thermal expansion coefficients between the coating and its
substrate provides for the most significant contribution to the magnitude of the in-plane
Stress.
Tlie difference between stress distributions for isotropic and anisotropic cases was
subtle with the sets of elasttc constants util.^ed. To increase the degree of anisotropy, the
modulus was increased from 3 GPa to 100 GPa. The effect was a shear stress
distribution that showed a slower decay when the degree of anisotropy was higher.
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CHAPTERS
hxphkimbnt^oh^km:..™nopout-op.pu..ho.splachmbnt,,
CONSTRAINED ENDS OF COATINGS
secdon en.„s
.he de,e™i„a.on of ou-of-pl.e cUspiace^en. a. *e edges ofcoann.. THe. a.p,ace.e„., deee™.ed e.peH„,, ean . co^p^ed wi.
.esu,.
fron, fi„.,e eleven, calcula.ons of coae.,s in pW„s. Meas.e™e„, of .he.
m.nu.e disp,acen,e„,s was acco.pUshed wuh phase-measu..en. i„,erfe.nce
—py.M Wi*
.his
.echnicue. venical dlspiace.en.s wi«n an i„.p,ane
.gion of
0.5 n,. X 0.5 can be .easu.^ wi* an accuracy of abou. 5 A. Surface
.ughness
and od,er
.opographical info™a.ion of in.eres. can also be ob.ained wi.h
.his
.echnique
However. U,e horizon.al reso.u.ion is hnu.ed
.o abou. 0.9
..icrons wi* our curren.
objechve lenses. A description of .he
.echnique and i.s advan.ages and lin,iu.tions is
provided below.
The equipmen. is commercially avaUable from Zygo Co^K-ration. (Middlefield.
CT). n,e particular se.-up utiUzed for our s.udy was *e Maxim-3D 5800 wi.h Mirau
objecives of magnifications 20X, 40X and lOOX. The equipmen. is mounted on a
vibra.ion-free
.able. In .he basic sys.em, ligh. from a 1 mW He-Ne laser is focused on.o
the firs. beam-spli..er
.ha. sends one beam .o a 512 CID array camera and Ae o*er .o .he
objective lens. For tiie specific case of ,he Mirau objecives, a beam spli..er a. .he
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o.ec.ive sen. one
.ea™
. .e .e.n, s^ace an. ano*e.
.o a
...ence surface.
Pa.h .en^Hs .o™ .e Wsp„„e.
.o *e .s. surface a„a .He
.fe.nce surface is
approximately the same. Due to this fart Hah. -.um c , hght with a coherence length of only a few
wave,e„,.s can ^ u.U.ed .o cea. in.erfe.„ce. A ,e.oe,ecM.
.ansduce. is u.U^
^.he n.ove.en. of .e .fe.nce surface
. p^uce a pHase sH..
.e oH,.ai pHase
deference, ^^e phase
.easu..e„: s.eps wU, be explained below „ .o. de,a.l A
image is of course utilized to focus on the test ^urf^n. . um surface and for observation of the
interference fringe pattern.
A dynamic phase compuuuion technique is utilized ,o determine the vertical
location of points in the imaging plane. As shown above, a CID camera is utilized
•o detect the light intensity at a position of coordrnates x,y. This intensity, I is a
combination of a time averaged sum of reflected intensities from the reference and test
surfaces and a time-varying component of the interference intensity. Tlrese are
respectively I, and I2, in equation 8. 1 below.
I = I1+ I2 cos [C(x,y) + ^(t)]
(8.1)
In the second tem,, C(x,y), is the initial phase change between reHected wavefronts
originating from the reference and test surfaces.
^ (t) is the time interval between changes
in the positions of the reference surface with respect to the test surface while measuring
phase changes. The intensity at each pixel of the camera is integrated over this interval
and recorded after phase changes.
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Diffuser Focus Lens
Rotating Diffuser Disk
Light Level
Control
He-Ne
Laser
Back Focusing Lens
Polarizing Beam Splitter
Objective
Reference Surface
rSu'objecre'''"'"'' ""^^^ "-asuremen, interference microscope equipped with
A series of five of tliese inteivals are necessary to compute the spatially
dependent phase. These intervals ate the consequence of shifting the posidon of the
reference surface towards the test surface to obtmn a 90° phase shift. This is done for
intervals of 90°, 180°. 270°, 360° and 450°. Physically, this is possible with the usage of
a piezoelectric transducer. The interference intensities are then integrated over these
intervals.
Some precautions need to be taken if the test surface is composed of more than
one material, or if this surface is of a thin film on a dissimilar substrate. The first case
may arise when measuring step heights (coating thickness) of a coating with different
optical constants than those of its substrate. The optical constants n and k, refractive
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ndex an. a..o,,on coem.en:«, „eed . .e en:..
.e ,e« ana.Wesurface.
.
o.e.
.o avoM pHase sM. en., w.en .ea..,
.^.c.
..Ranees o.
^^^-s. ^ese can
. o.^e.
...e.„.c
.easn™.
.2^--,..o.a..,.He.con.an.^
-.ead. T^ese constant change differences in ^a.eria,, wave,eng.h an. objecHve's
observed when the uncoated surface was measured In any case ,h. n,,"I 'in t e maximum Step
he.gh. *a. can be«
^ ^^^^
o aser,i,h.udU.d.
Inourpa«icu.arcase.ish„,..es:epheigM
1500 A.
The second case where phase correcdon is necessary, as stated above, is that
where the surface being measured comes from an optically transparent fUm that is vet,
*>n. In this case, light reflected from the fihn-substrate interface could add or subtract
from that reflected from the fihn-air interface. Phase correction becomes necessary when
a value of twice the optical thickness; nfthpfiir^/ c ,P cn imcK ss ot the film (= refractive index * film thickness) is
lower than the interference depth attained by the objective.
8.2 Advan
irement Tnt^rfpr^nr^g Microsr-npy
This technique measures surface texture in tenns of width, length, and height. Its
horizontal range is from 69 fim square to 6.9 mm square (this is objective dependent);
whUe its vertical r^ge is 1-400,000 A. Its lateral resolution for a 20x Mirau Lens is 0.96
Mm, which is almost equal to its corresponding sampling interval.5
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Advantages of the technique and equipment are- UTh.
... ,
M are,
1) The capacity to measure film
thickness, surface roughness wavin^w- o\tv.ss, mess.
2) TTie wide range of magnifications and lateral
resolutions; 3) Its high vertical resolution- 4) Its easv in..
• ^' incorporation as an aid in
mechanical defonnation measurements- Si rsuremen , 5) Good software. Disadvantages: 1) Nairow
open^ting temperatu.: 15-60 «C; 2) Cannot measu. films thicker than 1500 A- 3,
Vibration sensitivity; 4) Typical meas.ement time: 5-15 sec hut takes a whUe io null the
.merference «nges when measuriug step heights; 5) Small working distance for most
objectives; 6) Expense of putrhasing extra objectives.
8-3 Measurempnt r^f y
Difficulties were encountered when Bying ,o measu,. the vertical displacements
.hat occur a, ti,e edges of the film. TTiese displacements provide a direct measure of the
effect of additional stresses present in tiiis region. Figure 8.1 provides a visual account
of this effect. As mentioned in chapter 7, the out-of-plane stresses and shear stresses
decay rapidly from the edge of the coating and the only stress present in the far-field is .he
in-plane notrmi sti-ess. TTiermally induced out-of-plane displacement gradients in
electionic assemblies have been previously measured with electrooptic holographic
interferometry.6
Two methods were considered for measuring these displacements. Atomic force
microscopy and phase-measurement interference microscopy. Only phase-measurement
interference microscopy is a truly non-contact method. Atomic force microscopy
provides better resolution in the plane and is able to go beyond vertical steps higher than
1500 A. A step height is the vertical increment that is measured between two surface
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po.n,s. The new
.wo-bean,
.icoscopes can measure s.eps higher ,han >500 A The
.n.e.e™ microscope e<,uip.en. ava«e
.o. o. Iaho.,oHes ha. .H. ,in,.a.ion i.
•owe. ,u„U Of ru. chiCness re,u.ed
,o a«ai„
.p^oducble
.esuUs was , ,n, Th.s
-ic.
.ic^ess (a. .He a.,es.
.en,pe™„. change a„owea hy .Heins„ ohJecHve
ens) was obtained by records,
.he of step Hei.H. n,easu.en,e„,s w.U, fiims
n the sa.e thickness range as estimated edge displacements for films of differing
thicknesses.
Due to this limhation, atomic force microscopy was inittaliy selected for the
d.sp,acement change in coattngs, severely restricted ,He quality of the infotmatton
obtained. Also, the effect of dte tracing cantilever on the shape of the film edge was
uncertain. Figure 8.2 shows an AFM scan of a PMDA-ODA polyimide coating on a
glass substrate. One can observe a tendency for the film to peel from its substrate
Energedc calculations, predict that the critical dtickness range for self-delaminat.on of
polymtde coatings is between 20 and 30 ,m.7 This is above that of the coating shown in
Figure 8.2. This indicated that the cantilever probably damaged the edge of the film.
Despite limitations on the magnitude ofAT allowed by the objective and its small
working distance from the sample, final displacement measurements were obtained with
phase-measurement interference microscopy. The step height limitadon was overcome by
measuring the region near the edge only and avoiding the inclusion of data beyond it
(height drop and substrate). The film ddckness was measured independently with high
precision micrometers. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the change in the displacement at the
edges with imposed temperature change. The coating's edge is the bottom side of the top
view shown in the upper left hand comer of this figures. Barely visible in the top view
and towards die bottom, diere are two hairiines that indicate the location of the surf^ace
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/Figure 8.2. Micrograph of a 2.8 nm PMDA-ODA polyimide film on a glass substrate,hrotue obtained with atomic force microscopy.
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Figure 8.3. Surface map and selected profiles of a 3.0 |im PMDA-ODA coating on a
glass substrate at a temperature of 22°C. Phase-measurement interference microscopy.
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^^si:^^^^^^^ PMDA-ODA coating on aor oz L.. Phase-measurement interference microscopy.
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Figure 8.5. Profile of a 3.0 ^im PMDA-ODA coating on a glass substrate at a temperature
of 22°C showing a side view of the crest developed at the stressed coating's edge. Phase-
measurement interference microscopy.
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minimize errors involved in the mea™>v.m.„, -n,-"''"^'"»' T1>'^ was not the case for films thinnenhan
m. A displacement at the edge is present in
.he absence of a thecal load because
contributions from residual stresses or initial deformation of the surface due to sUcing
we. significant. SUcing was the prefe^ed method for eating a new edge on the
coating. Material accumulation at regions of the coating near the edges of the substrate
yielded uneven surfaces, unsuitable for analysis. This is believed to be a problem that
ongmates during the spin coadng process. A new razor blade was used for eveiy cut.
Only a few cuts were of good enough quality for measurement.
me vertical displacement difference obtained was compared with results obtained
from finite element analysis. Figure 8.6 shows the finite element analysis
.suits on
vertical displacement distributions near the edge of the coating. The anisou-opic case
shows a larger shrinkage than the isotropic since the thermal expansion coefficient in that
di.cdon was higher and the thermal load imposed was negative. The difference between
the value of this displacement at the edge and away from it were used to compare with
those observed experimentally. This is shown below:
Finite element analysis vertical noimaUzed displacement at die edge for a AT = - 100 "C:
isotropic coating:
-0.04241520
-0.04562870
Aiso = 0.00321350
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Anisotropic coating:
-0.04185310
-0.04685150
Aani = 0.00499840
The FEM displacements in thicknesses/°C:
Isotropic = 3.21 X 10-5
Anisotropic = 5.00x10-5
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Phase-measurement interference mic^scopy experiments, note that these quantities are
the averages of several runs:
Observed vertical displacement (meters) / Film thickness (meters)
7.0 X 10-9 m / 3.0 X 10-6 m = 2.33 x 10-3 for a AT = 38° C
The experimental displacement in thic]fliesses/°C is:
Experiment = 6.14x10-5
Hiis results demonsmtte that under themial loading conditions, the assumption of
isotropy would have led to the underestimation of the displacement at the coating's edge.
Experiment showed good agreement with finite element analysis and provides validity for
this approach.
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8.4 Conclusiong
Atomic force microscopy and phase-measurement interference microscopy were
the two methods considered to obtain vertical displacements at the coating's edge. Due to
experimental hmitations explained above, phase-measurement interference microscopy
was chosen for the measurements. It was shown in this chapter that isotropic conditions
did not predict the magnitude of the out-of-plane displacement with accuracy. The
vertical displacement value in terms of thicknesses/°C was 3.21 x 10-5 when isotropic
conditions were assumed and the experimental value was 6.14 xlO-5 A better match was
obtained by using anisotropic conditions, 5.00 x 10-5. Agreement between finite element
analysis and experiment validated the approach utihzed for the calculation of these vertical
displacements.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY
9.1 Genera] ronr1|idonc
Stress development in polymeric materials caused by imposed mechanical or
thermal loads is a subject of growing importance. The enhancement of the properties of
fibers, self-assembled systems or other high perfomiance polymeric fomis is based on
the development of extreme anisotropies. It is important to evaluate how material
performance can be influenced by the extent of its anisotropy. For the first time, this
study analyzes the effect of anisotropy on the stress transfer process of orthotropic
polymeric materials using fuU sets of elastic constants obtained from molecular
simulation.
Specifically, stress transfer between anisotropic polymers and isotropic substrates
was evaluated in this work. Two cases were examined, one for stress transfer in
cylindrical geometries and the other in planar geometries. Examples of the first case are
highly anisotropic fibers reinforcing a weaker isotropic polymeric matrbc. The second
case pertains to the stress development in in-plane oriented fihns covering a rigid isotropic
substrate. Stress transfer which takes place at the ends of fibers or at the edges of
coatings is influenced by increases in the degree of material anisotropy. The assumption
of isotropic conditions in the analysis of stress transfer situations involving polymers may
lead to serious errors.
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Tl^e development of anisotropy was studied for PMDA-ODA polyimide coatings
Whnity and orientational order changes in polyimides and their indirect influence on
the stress transfer behavior was studied. A higher crystaUinity in these films leads to
decreases in expansion coefficients and changes stress t^sfer behavior. When the
discrepancy between the expansion coefficient of the coating and its substrate is large it
results in a significant development of stresses. 'D.e degree of oystallinity of these
polyimide materials was calculated using wide angle X-ray diffraction and density
measurements. Structure and unit cell dimensions were computed for PMDA-ODA
polyimide. Previously, determination of structural parameters in these materials was
difficult due to the unavailability of highly oystaUine samples. Before the development
of a technique for obtaining these highly crystalhne powders in our laboratories, there
was no record ofPMDA-ODA polyimides with such a high degree of ctystalUne order.
These samples provided an alternative route to the analysis of conformational
distributions by Raman and infrared spectroscopy techniques.
The effect of orientational order in the stress transfer process ofPMDA-ODA
polyimide coatings was characterized in terms of the difference in properties between their
in-plane and out-of-plane directions. A higher in-plane stiffness in a coating stemming
fi-om an increased degree of anisotropy in that direction leads to more severe stress
conditions at tiie edges of the coating. When properly scaled and compared to fully
isotropic coatings, increased coating anisotropy yielded shear stress distributions with a
slower rate of decay ft-om the edge. Stress transfer in continuous coatings above their
glass transitions temperatures is only signficant near the edges. Most of the out-of-plane
and shear stress decay ft-om tiie edges of the coating took place within 2 layers of coating
and became insignificant within 4-5 thicknesses.
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A spectroscopic study of thin polyimide films revealed that molecular anisotropy
was higher and molecular packing was lower for fihns thinner than 150 A. A high in-
plane orientation is still present in thick films. This investigation represents the first time
that the orientation of ultra-thin PMDA-ODA polyimide fihns has been quantitatively
characterized. The results are, in part, presented as a new methodology for the
characterization of orientational order of high molecular weight polymeric adlayers on
metallic substrates. The technique is now being extended to analyze coatings on dielectric
substrates.
Elastic constants provided by molecular simulation and that were also used in
finite element models, imparted unique insight into the stress analysis of orthotropic
bodies. Molecular dynamics simulations of PMDA-ODA polyimide were particularly
useful in the determination of anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients. A review of the
literature prior to this study indicated no attempts to measure aU thermal expansion
coefficients of crystalUne units in polyimide materials with molecular simulations.
Measurement of out-of-plane displacements near the edges of very thin coatings
has been reported here for the first time. Phase measurement interference microscopy
was utilized to detect these displacements. These experimentally determined
displacements agreed with those obtained by finite element methods.
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9-2 Future. !ii:<4<f<i
This investigation points to future studies in several associated topics. One of
these involves the influence of transverse s«ss development in anisotropic f.bers duting
mechanical and thermal loading which would require experimental investigation. Also,
the transverse strain distribution obtained by finite element methods could undergo
experimental corroboration with newer emerging technologies in confocal Raman
microscopy.
Experimental characterization of failure modes in anisotropic fibers embedded in
isotropic matrices needs to be examined. Transverse strengths in single fibers under axial
loads needs to be characterized experimentally. The influence of the stress state at the
fiber ends on failure modes that are characteristic of anisotropic fibers, like longitudinal
splitting, is also worthy of investigation.
Experimental evaluation of out-ofplane elastic constants in polyimide films is
important. The techniques used now for this purpose are torsion pendulum and pressure-
volume-temperature measurements. Phase measurement interferometric microscopy may
also be employed alternatively to determine some of these constants independenUy.
An experimental evaluation of the in-plane stress development and thermal
expansion coefficients development in polyimide films with varying degrees of
crystallinity also warrants assessment. Due to increasing interest in the rapid curing of
polyimide materials, which increases the crystalline order in films, there is a need to
understand how this process influences property development. Holographic
interferometry and thermomechanical analysis could yield results with proper
experimental implementation.
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In U„s study, for instance, wherever possible, results from molecular simuladon-
molecular geometry, elasdc constants and the,.,al expansion coefficients-were direcdy
venfied experimentally. The success attained wid, molecular simulation methods in
predtcting structure and properties of polyimides provides an incendve to explore how
Chemical substituents on similarly taUo^ n,oIecules might change material properties
For polyimides. an investigation of the nature of elec^ostatic intemtolecular forces in
polyimide materials could represent a significant tesearch investigation. Also, regarding
molecular simulation methods,
.hernial expansion data could be correlated with specr.c
Structural rearrangements.
Still another area of potential research interest lies in the orientational order of
polyimide films on dielectric substrates. This would involve characterization. Analytical
methodologies are cuirently being developed for just this purpose. The development of a
methodology, like that previously developed for metalhc substrates, is needed to
quantitatively analyze structural information contained in extemal reflection spectra of
films mounted on dielectric substrates. It is expected that the method could utilize
information on the in-plane and out-of-plane refractive indices to determine the dipole
strength and its orientation with respect to the surface normal.
Influence of segmental rigidity on the stress transfer and adhesion of polymeric
coatings to their substrates also investigation. This effect could be important for
polyimides. The thickness of pooriy packed layers near the substrate may be dependent
on this parameter. Similarly, the influence of very thin and pooriy packed layers in the
stress transfer process needs to be investigated. The layers' compliance may lead to
improvements in the accommodation of thermal or residual stresses in electronic multi-
component assemblies. As has been shown above, for PMDA-ODA polyimide cured
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under the conditions prescribed, films thinner than -150 A had poor packing when
compared to that of thicker films.
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APPENDIX A
X-RAY ANALYSIS
Dam treawent for wide-angle X-ray n,easuren,en,s is provided in ±is appendix
Tk. equations utiUzed for this purpose a:, given below. Tempe^n^e facor co^ecdons
did not show a noticeable effect.
Polarization Correction:
P =
-J
(1 + cos^ 26)
(A.l.)
Lorentz Correction:
1L =
4 sin^e cos 0
(A.2)
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APPENDIX B
FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS
Mechanical methods are useful for accurately n,easuri„g f,,
^^^^
macron. Two optical and non-destructive methods u^ized in this work for measuring film
thtckness have been incorporated here. The motivation for the Creadon of this appendtx is
.0 potnt out Un^tations of these methcxlologies and to illustrate how measurement etrors
can easily occur. It is not the intend of this appendix to provide a summaty or an
introduction to each of these methodologies. 7T,e most commonly used technique is
eUtpsometty. Alternatively utilized is phase-measurement interfetence microscopy this
method was described in chapter eight and used to measure out of plane displacements at
the edges of films.
Ellipsometric measurements were done with a Rudolph Research Ellipsometer
AUTOEL®-n using the 6328 A line (0.2 mW) reflected at a 70^ angle with respect to
surface normal.
Experimentally, two coefficients are obtained from an ellipsometric measurement,
y and A. These are given below by equations B.l and B.2. Equation B.3 is the basic
equation of ellipsometry and it represents the ratio of the reflectivity coefficients in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
A = 5[-51
(B.l)
-1 ^^Wt
V = tan —
tan \if:
(B.2)
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r,
P = — = tan \i/
wherevis*ei„ve.e.a.ge„,ofU,e.nec.vi^„,oin.e<ii:.,o„spa:.ne,a„/
^
«cu...o,Hep,a„eofi„e.e„cea„a.asvaiu...ee„0Oan.90«...*epH.e
diffc^nce for the sa.e directions and its values faU between 0» and 360».
One of the lunitadons of elUpson^etry is that y and A are cyclic factions of
thic..ess.™s..eansthatforagivensuhst.te.fihnsys^^^
take place und, the numberofcydesapp^^n^tes the fiintthicicness. Clearly if this
Equaton B.4 provides a way to compute the cycle thiclcness for a panicul. systen, of n,
refractive index of film, and
CYC = 1
(B.4)
For polyimide films in gold substrates, the cycle thickness was obtained to be 2142
A
2007 A when refractive indices of 1.63 and 1.72 were used respectively. The
experimentally obtained value ofv was 43.60 and X was 6328 (He-Ne laser). For
dielectric substrates, in this case a silicon wafer, the values obtained for the cycle thickness
were 1956 A (n=1.63) and 1852 A (1.72). TT.e experimental value ofy was 1 1.40 for the
siHcon wafer. Calculations for the values ofv and A for the first cycle up to a film
thickness of 2000 A are shown below in Figures B.l and B.2.
Figure B. 1 illustrates the variation ofy and A as a function of the thickness of a
polyimide film cast on gold. The numbers around the cycles indicate film thickness in A.
The curves for two values of the refractive index are shown. These two values of the
refractive index corresponds to its limits for the in-plane and out-of-plane directions
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(~se elecMc and ^„sve.e« in .He pW ,so.op. f„. The
twov.uesof.e..ac«vei„aexwe.„sec..oWeUs.fl.encein.Hee™.„vo,ve<..
t ea«o„ Of .He fina.
....ess „eas™.
. can ^ oWed .o.
.He r..s. c,c,e
shown in Figu^e B.l ,Ha. largere™. in U,e con,pu..ion of fii„
.Hic^ess can be reaU.d
between 600 and
,
200 A ,f .e refracHve inde. was no. accura.e„ ob.ined. I. can also be
ascena-ned
.ha. a s.igh. varia.on in ^ can affec. d,e
.easure.e„. severely in .He range of
2000 A and a sn.ll en.r in tf,e ^easurcen. ofA can Have equally serious consequences
around 500 and 1400 A This arr^^r^n^r io a j. hi ccu acy is dependent on the nulling capacity (time allowed
and precision of mechanism) of the ellipsometer and the number of measurements
performed for each location.
The same
.ype of plo. as B.l can be observed in B.2 for a polyimide film on a
silicon substrme, Tl,e difference arises from U,e values of .He refracive index and
absorp.ion coefficien. Aa. are obmined for each subsn-a.e, eiAer dielec^ic or meml.
As mentioned in cHap.er 8, phase-measuremen. in.erference microscopy can also
measure film
.Hickness if a por.ion of .he subsmte surface is u.ilized as a reference. One
can dien measure .he step heigh, from .He subsMe's surface to .He film surface and obrain
the film thickness. The apparatus available fix>m our labs only aUows .He measurement of
step heights below 1 500 A. New double beam interferometers are capable of measuring
larger step heights.
Knowledge of the optical coefficients, n and k, is needed to perform a correct
measurement of thickness. A phase correction is performed based on the properties of
both surfaces. One exception to the rigorous usage of optical coefficients in the
measurement of film thickness with phase-measurement interference microscopy is that of
a thin polymeric film cast a glass substrate. The refractive index of many polymers is close
to 1.5. The refractive index for glass slides is 1.52. The absorption coefficient, k, is
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insignificant for either matpri Pi tt f
subs... H„ „„. .„
^'^'^'^^
-
a smcon or go.bstrate do not fall into this
entered to measure film thickness. Values
category, so a fuU set of optical coefficients needs to be
-.o,dandsi,.con.afers.esho.„belor"^"^^°^^"°"^'^^^
^gold= 19.33
"silwaf = 3.86 ,
^silwaf = 0.06
^"-P'-f'^efullstepheigMmethodCalloptlcalconstantstalcenintoaccoun,)
n the stmpLed meth. ,o phase sh.t co^ection). p..ded . Hgures B.3 and l .
descrrptton of the cuipment used for these measurements is given in chapter 8.
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Figure B.3. Step height measurement of a polyimide film on a silicon wafer substrate.
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Figure B.4. Thickness estimation of a polyimide film on glass.
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APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE SOLimON FOR POLYMDES WITH TTIREE DIMENSIONAL
ANISOTROPY
In the case of monolayer films with higher dimensional anisotropies, vectorial
solutions may be appropriate and the specific directions of the transition moments would
be necessary for describing the directionality of molecular assemblies. For example if
one knows that vectors Mi and M2 are in the same plane that contains the chain axis, then
the chain axis equation can be described vectorially as a linear combination of Mi and M2.
Figure C.l shows the transition geometry utiUzed for these calculations. In this figure,
Ml and M2 are respectively the vectors representing the transition moment directions for
the symmetric and asymmetric carbonyl stretches. M3 is the C-N-C out-of-plane
bending. Mj and Mj are in the same plane. Mj is ~ 29° from the axis of the planar
zigzag. 01 = 90°, 62 = 59°, (|)i = 31° and = 26°. Figure C.2 shows a vectorial
description of the transition moment directions.
The purpose of these calculations is to provide a solution for Gc. Based on that
geometry, the transition moments may be given by equations C.l and C.2:
Ml = (sin Gi cos \\f, sin Gj sin cos G^)
M2 = (0,- sin G2, cos G2)
^^2)
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From *e dot product of these two vectors, equation C.3. attd equation C.4, one of the
unlcnown angles, y, can be obtained. and are the known transition tnoment angles
described in Figure C.2, 6, and 9^ are the angles that M, and respectively make with
the plane normal as computed with equation 5.27.
-» -*
Mi-M2= ImJ IM2I cos (1)2
(C.3)
cos <^2- COS 02 COS 01
sm y = 1 f i
- sin ©2 sin 0^
(C.4)
A linear combination of the two vectors that describe the chain axis is given by equations
C.4 and C.5.
C = Ml + a M2
(C.4)
—
>
C = (sin 01 cos y, sin 0^ sin y - a sin 02, cos 0,+ a cos 0o)
(C.5)
One can now determine "a" using equations C.5. and C.7. 0c can be subsequently
measured using equation C.8.
Ml • C= ImJ IcI cos 01
(C.6)
Ml • C = iMi P+a-Mi-M2
(C.7)
C • Z =
I
C
I I Z I cos 0,
(C.8)
There are two unique solutions for 0c. The validity of either one can be checked with
results from other techniques, such as electron diffraction.
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Mpi^n A^^k 7'"^?'^'''" "^oj^ent orientation and some geometrical parameters for ai^MUA-UDA polyimide of an ideal conformation as it would be observed within a crystal,
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Figure C.2 Vectorial representation of the transition moments with respect t
normal and the chain axis direction.
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